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                      :قال تعالي
عَلَّيْهِّمْ آيَاتِهِ  هُوَ ال َّذِي بَعَث َفِي الْأُم ِّي ِّيَن رَسُولا ًم ِّْنهُمْ يَتْلُو  (
وَيُزَك ِّيهِّمْ وَيُعَل ِّمُهُمُ الْكِتَّابَ وَالِْحكْمَةَّ وَإِّن كَّانُوا ِمن قَّبْلُ 
 )ضَّلَّاٍل م ُبِّينٍلَّفِي 
 صدق الله العظيم
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Abstract 
This novel about two worlds, world of Safya the beautiful village 
located south of Alrusiris and the world of friends of various 
faculties of Khartoum University selected by the university to 
study the language of Esperanto, the link between the two worlds 
is Dr. Esam Haj Sayed the psychiatrist doctor ( narrator ), native of 
Safya one of the students of Esperanto group. 
I'm not a critic and not claiming my knowledge of the details of 
the technique of writing novels, but I am from a point of view of   
a simple reader can say this novel is written with a high 
professional indicated in transition between the present and past 
without making the reader feels there is a gap. A well written 
novel in an excellent way and consistent - Despite its length- 
Amazingly, as if it has been written the life of each character 
individually and then combined with each other with high 
efficiency to be a novel. Characters are living people like and 
sympathize with each other and hate each other. 
Events makes you feel part of it, strongly laugh  from the sarcastic 
language of Esam Haj Sayed. 
 v
 
 
 مستخلص البحث
تحكي الرواية عن عالمين عالم صافيا القرية الجميلة الواقعة في منطقة جنوب 
الروصيرص وعالم مجموعة من الأصدقاء من كليات مختلفة في جامعة الخرطوم 
نتو، حلقة الوصل بين العالمين الدكتور عصام اختارتهم الجامعة لدراسة لغة الاسبرا
 حاج سيد الطبيب النفسي ( الراوي )، إبن صافيا واحد طلاب مجموعة الاسبرانتو.
لست ناقداً ولا أدعي معرفتي بتفاصيل تقنية كتابة الرواية ، ولكن ومن موقف قارئ 
ن الحاضر بسيط أقول بأن هذه الرواية مكتوبة بحرفية عالية تظهر في الإنتقال بي
 –والماضي بدون أن يحس القارئ بإي خلل. الحبكة للرواية أظهرت براعة وتماسك 
بشكل مدهش، كأنما كتبت حياة كل شخصية منفردة ثم جمعت مع بعضها  -رغم طولها
بكفاءة عالية لتكون الرواية. الشخصيات كائنات حية تحب وتتعاطف مع بعضها وتكره 
 بعضها.
 نها، تضحك بشدة من لغة عصام حاج سيد الساخرة.الأحداث تحس بأنك جزء م
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Translator's Introduction 
There are so many opinions on the concept of translation 
across centuries. They vary between agreement and 
disagreement but they are almost identical. However, in 
both cases this concept has not concluded to a general 
independent translation theory or a scrutinizable one.  
It was an outcome of individual experiences and practices 
and did not go beyond the frame of standard and 
subjective discussions in this issue. Moreover, they 
focused on a set of advices on how to translate correctly 
or the conditions that must be met when translating in 
general as viewed by professional translators, literary 
person or a consumer thereof, or focused on the 
characteristics that must be met by a translator so that he 
can be eligible for practicing his profession. 
Most researchers of translation process, particularly those 
who practiced and mastered it state that this process take 
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place in three stages: when there is a text needing 
translation, the translator first verifies the seriousness of 
the text and whether it deserves to be translated, then he 
reads the text carefully. In this stage quickly come up in 
the mind of the translator the difficulties and proposal of 
solutions that may be temporary or final. The translator 
must also analyse the text through the second careful 
reading to extract its distinguished features and observe 
the style, and have precise understanding of the content. 
The translator must further consider the primary drafting 
namely the start of the actual translation process. Here lie 
the differences between translators and the way they 
handle the text. Translation either be phrase by phrase, 
paragraph by paragraph or even page by page according to 
the type of text, feeling of the translator towards it and 
the way he interacts with it. 
The translator must read the translated text and compare 
it with the original text, and correct what must be 
corrected in terms of structures and meanings and make 
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sure that nothing is neglected in the translated text and 
then delete the unneeded if any. Then the translated text 
is to be read many times to make sure that thoughts and 
ideas are clear and the text is coherent. In this stage the 
translator regards himself the same as the reader who will 
read the text trying to release himself totally from the 
influence of the original text. It is better to leave a side the 
translated text for a while and then to be read with more 
neutrality and objectivity. In such case it will be the ideal 
translation. For this reason the researcher prefers 
adoption of the translation of  a ( novel). 
Among the difficulties that faced the researcher , is 
frequenting libraries during working hours and long 
distances between the libraries. Despite the difficulties 
that faced the researcher, he hopes that many novels are 
translated due to the useful knowledge for any learner and 
researcher. 
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On Sunday 29. End of February 
 
I thought deeply about the past, trying to determine the direction about 
the reason of the landing of the past suddenly. The direction was 
undoubtedly towards Safya and the time was purely childish and deep 
thinking in the past time was forcible.  
While I was trying to figure out the reason , Safya began to appear under 
the western slopes and it looked beautiful as it used to be.  
 I tried all my life to know the secret of the beauty of the past time and that 
everyone agrees on its beauty, distinctiveness from the current time, but I 
did not find a specific reason for that. Finally, I admit that when the life 
showed me her sad face, which was full of gloom, then the past time was 
undoubtedly the most beautiful. 
 
The view of the village seemed as I looked at it from the top of the eastern 
hills, to come towards me and was clear in details and appearance.  
 
The yellow flowering tree and the small oval ball that the doctor mentioned 
to us, with its difficult name, that we failed to pronounce it, grew in the 
center of the doctor's house, exactly at the end of the corridor which was 
full of colored lead stone and equal in size ring, which starts from the 
entrance of the house, surrounded with many flowers which make the 
multicolored cover with semi-pale yellow color, whereas the falling ball 
took a full bell shape when it blossomed her head, but unable to turn to 
flower.  
 
Each neighboring plant was less beautiful and because it was in the middle 
of them the other plants take the attitude of the investor to Cinderella. 
 
The people of the village say that the doctor plants the tree for its shade, or 
its beautiful scent, but the real reason is the beauty of the tree and its 
flowers. 
 
The villagers accept anything the doctor does, believing that all his actions 
are good to such a degree that if the doctor coughed, put his hand over his 
mouth, and then rubbing his ear, the villagers would do the same action 
when they cough. 
With the doctor's keen, slim son, who was unusually full of excitement, 
enthusiasm and anticipation we took the inedible ball (which we called the 
bomb) from a tree nearby branch, ignoring the useless, fallen ball, because  
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it had cracked open, losing its milk and bombing power, but we found 
another useful use for it. 
 
We hid behind the trunk and we waited for the doctor who was unusually 
late. We did not know that he watched us through the window which 
looked from outside as if closed.  
 
We climbed up the tree and we were careful not to make a noise until we 
took a lot of balls, and we began to throw the balls to the floor and climbed 
up further to the upper branches.  
 
The upper branches were damp from last night’s rain and were difficult to 
climb, as they were slippery and swaying with the wind.  
 
Suddenly the door opened and I saw him running toward us.  
"The doctor, the doctor", I shouted to be careful. 
We tried to get down but it was clear to us that he would reach the trunk of 
the tree before we did. 
 Doctor. 
The ball fell down before we reached the floor. 
Doctor, doctor.  
Doctor, doctor . 
His son was not able to move around the tree or to get down. I shouted to 
him.  
The doctor, the doctor, come down, come down. 
 "The doctor, the doctor", I kept shouting.  
"Doctor, doctor", the receptionist kept shouting 
" Yes". 
The balls that the clever doctor threw at me exploded and I didn't care 
about that. The important thing was to warn his son. 
 "Doctor, doctor" 
"Yes", I replied as I closed my eyes and thought deeply about my village 
and the childhood games that we used to play and of the beautiful odour of 
milk as it touched my face.  
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The girl who works as a receptionist for me stood in front of me and the 
smell of her perfume was the reason of my thoughts about the past filled 
the room. She talked with astonishment: 
 "Doctor", she said, 
 "Yes?", I answered,  
"Where did your imagination take you?", she asked me. 
 
She has been working for me for less than two months and since she 
started, she always asked questions like that which they were forbidden, 
but her smile and her beautiful face forced me to forgive her. 
"In a place and time too far away ", I answered,  
"you went far with your thoughts!?," she asked. 
 
I found myself smiling unintentionally; there is a fine line between 
intelligent answer and the stupid word, depending on your feeling for who 
you are talking to. Her answer was witty. 
“Yes” I answered. 
 "Somebody wants to meet you", she said. 
 
 I told her to let him in. I knew that she did not mean a patient because 
patients do not need permission to enter. She said it was a guest and he did 
not record his name, therefore he did not pay.  
When she left the room, I realized that the real reason behind my thoughts 
wandering to the past is the smell and the taste of the perfume filling the 
room. 
 
Safyaalways remains the best place in the world. But aren’t all childhood 
places beautiful? Yes, surely. But after wandering in many places and after 
my different views I can say I did not go far with what I said. 
 
The doctor reached the trunk before us. The bomb which holds it was 
finished and he should find another one. He went to the ready pileof 
bombs and took it and threw it to us. We tried to take the weak branch of 
the tree as a shelter place but it did not protect us. The joy of childhood 
seemed in his eyes, while continuing in throwing and he was happy of what 
he did, his big smile covering his face. 
 
He was the only one man who permitted us to play with him while we were 
at that young age, and that’s why we loved him and respected him. 
The people of the village respect him and that gave us another motive to 
respect him more, and even when we were children the difference 
between him and another was obvious to us. 
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He was a tall man and he became the tallest after he arrived at our village, 
and he was the most elegant. When I remember his face, I keep in mind 
clearly his moustache, his laugh which is similar to a smile, and when he 
pressed his teeth he seemed almost unhappy. 
 
I remember also his ebony stick which never leaves him and the people of 
the village think that it's a part of the complement of elegance; I found that 
after many years he carried it as a cause for humanity. He walks slowly, 
also he keeps looking above ground level and when he look over he is 
staring to the horizon and saw another world we cannot see. Actually he 
has ability to see many things that we cannot see. He is not talkative and 
he was patient with the people of the village who are more talkative. When 
he gives you more attention you will find a smiling face and informs you by 
his gaze to say whatever you want.  
 
I got down from the tree speedily and he did not follow me. He knew that 
the more he threw I would accept that with a smile, but I did not throw any 
ball at him. He threw a bomb toward me, and also he threw one at his son, 
who picked bombs from the tree and threw him in vain. His father threw 
twice and the ball seemed not to leave at his hand, he picked the ball from 
the near and far branches using his tall body. One ball hit his son on his face 
which made him afraid. It was a strong hit and he started to cry and the 
milk poured on his face and his medical glass. His son suffering from short 
sight and he wiped his face by the back side of his hand and the moment 
we expected that he was going to cry, we were surprised with his laugh. 
We all laughed. The laugh of the son is faint and beauty reflects a great deal 
of happiness, and his father kept on laughing also. We kept on laughing for 
a long time, while the little child got down from the tree of flower perfume 
without any help I saw the tears pouring from the doctor’s eyes.  
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The origin of the perfume which came to me through the corridor and 
reception room and reached me inside and brought with it the memories I 
found it in front of me. He is a person with medium tall and with head 
without hair and his age says that he was not at the legal age of bald, he 
covered his face with sunglass hidden most of the feature of his face. His 
strong perfume smell seems as he poured all the perfume over his clothes.  
 
He stood under the photo of Doctor Jaber the village doctor at our first 
meeting when he held my arm to vaccinate me against the chicken pox and 
if I did not meet him till now I will find myself on the regional border of my 
village, also not able to enter into the medical field. I cannot be accurate 
and say that if he did not vaccinate me now I will be considered as a dead 
man. My life and my current scientific position don’t mean anything to me 
if there is no some content with myself and my moral and my sense of 
values of that. Doctor Jaber is the first man who teaches me the moral. 
“Welcome , take a seat”, I said. 
 
I referred to the chair which the patient sat on it as usual. That’s if they 
actually came, but he kept standing and nothing showed that he was a 
patient, he wore elegant clothes and his shoes were bright and every 
patient who treated them or fail to treat them were all far away from the 
elegance and maybe refer to that their families buy them their clothes. He 
is very neat and my patients were dirty almost, and nobody accompanied 
him. 
 
The place of the accompany of the patients who were sometimes more 
than one person put it on its four chairs and it's sometimes not enough but 
he did not sit on one of them and he did not remove his sun-glasses and the 
only thing he did was to give an open yellow envelope. 
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“This is a summon for you” , he said. 
The name of Allah and Ministry of Health’s motto above the paper, stamp 
and unclear signature below the paper. 
Sir doctor Esam HajSayed, 
“The ministry of Health informs you that you have been selected as a guide 
to the doctors’ delegation who visit the country and will come to the 
country on the second of March. The visit includes the capital of the 
country and many numbers of states.” 
“Take a seat please”, I said. 
I wanted to read the paper to the end but he did not take a seat and said: 
“I'm in a hurry, and I don’t want to make you late, please confirm the 
receiving of the summon”. 
His voice was faint with kindness but his tone was like a one who is 
accustomed to issue orders or continual response. He wants to tell me that 
he is not a mail boy but he did not introduce himself. I said to him as he is a 
postman: 
“Who sent you with this letter?” 
“I am the one who wrote this”, he answered. 
 
His stand and extension of his legs wanted me to understand that, maybe 
he is the Health minister but his way of speaking … which was empty from 
standard words was too far away from the speech of current ministers, so 
he cannot even be one of the dreamers of Ministries…. I don't remember 
the name of the current minister of health. I looked at the summon below 
to search for his name but there is no name. Only the description 
(Coordinator Of the Visiting Delegation) and follows it unclear signature of 
a person who thinks that the vagueness of it makes him an important 
person. I looked for the second time at his face which makes a great effort 
with all parts of it together to show seriousness. 
“Who are you?”, I said. 
“Coordinator of the visiting delegation”, he answered. 
I said: “your answer is ridiculous and your entering without knocking the 
door is ridiculous and remove this ridiculous sun-glass if you want me to 
keep talking with you”. 
 
I said all that to myself and I hope if I can shout at him but of my good  
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judgment which began with my starting this medication work prevent me 
to do that. I got up from the chair which makes a high noise through the 
silence in the examination room and all around clinic; I turned round the 
office and went out without seeing him. I intended to make sure that there 
was no person outside waiting to enter and at the same time I was angry. 
 
I found silence in the empty hall from patients. The receptionist rose her 
head wondering and when he knew that I did not want anything from her 
she continued the crossword, I don’t know her name but I can give three 
choices for the right answer…Shirehan, Shahinda, or Shahynaz. Her name 
matches the globalization but even my strong memory and honestly I have 
been mixed and I cannot dare to ask her so as not to scratch her pride. The 
thing that was not modern on her till now is that nobody call the clinic to 
ask about her and due to the present status and although my hatred and 
firing many employee before her because of this modern behavior but I am 
ready to accept any call to her with pleasure. It's not more than three 
months since her work with me she did not do anything I can mention 
except to add a shade bush in the first month and another bush in the 
second month but she did not add one in this month. Maybe the reason is 
the delay of her salary more than ten days. She gave me her wonderful 
smile which made her beautiful and gave me a white envelope. 
“The college sent this letter”, she said. 
“Another letter. Ten months without letters and two letters in one day. 
What’s inside it?” I said. 
I wish that letter is my dismiss letter. There are a thousand colleges of 
Medicine which wish me to join them, but and because of moral dealing 
which imposed by the university I cannot make any contract with any 
colleges before one year from now.   
“The program of doctor's week” I said. 
 
Unfortunately, how many weeks of doctor I saw since I was a student? 
Many and uninteresting. I told her to tear out the program and throw it in 
the waste basket. She gave me another smile but she did not tear out the 
letter and put it on the table. She is the best who worked with me till now 
but what is her real name!! 
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The day started as usual full of depression and similar to other days which I 
did not work on in the morning. God bless on modern technology 
….internet …..Which took a great deal of boring. I looked at medical column 
for ten minutes to give me the sense of importance of what I was doing 
before I went to read the news for the rest of the time. During this time I 
was sitting in front of the computer and there was an internal recall which 
said to me that I forget something.   
 
I have opened this clinic two years ago, during the two years I tried to 
persuade myself that it's still new and not well-known and according to 
that I hoped a beautiful day was coming soon and I hoped for the increase 
of patients . But nothing changed and it looks as if I started the work 
yesterday.  
 
Most ofmy collogues said I didn’t select a flourished specialization and the 
local cure is better than me in this field. The people who did not say that 
suggest that in humor and serious way at the same time: 
“Write on the board general doctor and you will earn much money”?. 
 
But who suggested that, they did not know that some visitors of the clinic 
thought that I was a general doctor. 
 
My specialization was in psychology because the university chose me for 
this specialization as a teaching assistant. I have always been excellent in 
my study and I was to be the first-rate among my batch when I graduated 
from the university before twelve years and because of some reasons 
stronger than I, I was the second rate, however, the college chose me to be 
the first person to become a lecturer. The first rate of the batch was clever 
and has a long sight, he did not want to work in the university and that 
proves he is intelligent more than me.  
 
I worked as teaching assistant for three years waiting for a scholarship 
which Khartoum University the oldest university and the less salary 
promised to give it to me to study outside country. It’s the same university 
which I graduated from  and I work with it in the morning in its medical 
college, but I don’t  have discourse except three or four times monthly. The 
rest of the time I try daily to do anything in the university till the formal 
end of the day. 
Sometimes in my leisure long time I prepared the next month lectures but 
this doesn’t take more than two days, then I returned to think in the 
suitable means to make my little salary seem deserving. 
The delay of my scholarship out of the country, any place out of the country 
makes me accept the major in psychology, 
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which others run away from it ……..I moved in the winter to London the 
capital of frost, mist and doctors!! Yes, London, as the Arab people in 
London called it and most of them are Journalists. Quarter of doctors of my 
country are there, some of them stayed in London for more than thirty 
years and many others more than that. The leader of doctors stayed there 
more than fifty four years and there is a big sign hanged in his house 
written on it the verse of the famous poet Ahmed Shaoqe: 
“East or West, home is best.” 
 
I returned before three years after conflicting with myself to stay there, 
holding my specialization certificate with great happiness of what I did, but 
I found myself facing the fatal free time.  
 
Also I found that my current specialization which does not make a good 
income is excluded by two doctors only all round the country. A patient 
needs a reservation before one month at least to reach those doctors, and 
the relative of the patient spends this month between cheaters and 
tricksters if not the patient died under their whip and God bless them to 
reach the examination room, the patient will not stay with the doctor more 
than three minutes due to speed up in finishing the crowd of the clinic. 
Also, most of the doctors believe in medicine which returned the congenital 
balance more than analyzed cure, surely here not permitted to mention 
self-interest that is contradicting with the moral of the job. 
 
My name did not help me to succeed in this field, because it's a widespread 
name, and no strangeness with it, helped me to be famous. If my name 
refers to my village I will become safyabi and maybe that’s good for other 
jobs if I was a reader or a singer, and I hoped that I was a reader or a singer. 
 
My small clinic is a part of my house, so I don’t pay for the rent and it's 
downstairs. 
The location of the clinic which is far from the doctors' compound is the 
reason to not find patients who are not finding reservation with famous 
doctor, or search a doctor anyway. 
Most of doctors' compound in Omdurman, the national capital of the 
country, was located on all sides of the old governmental hospitals which 
are in the center of the city.  Also we find the doctors' compound in the 
near area, and on the main street, or by the side of the hospital. 
My house is far from the strategic location, and it’s located on the main 
street called Wadi Street, and passed by the Nile city which is not a city, 
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 but it’s one of the prettiest areas in North of the old Omdurman. It gets its 
easy name because the river Nile passed in the East direction of it. The only 
advantage of my clinic is its location below my house directly, so the boring 
inside the clinic was endurable can close the clinic whenever I like, but the 
boring was endurable inside the house. 
 
 My father HajSayed bought this house after equivalent thoughts of half of 
the villagers and half of the inhibitors of the national capital before moving 
to it escaping from the hollow village. Haj Sayed missed an important thing 
in Khartoum such as his importance and position inSafya. After two years 
he returns back to his village searching about appreciation, distinctiveness 
and his position which was gained from Safya after his long age. For sure, 
he found all that waiting for him accompanied with a warm reception and 
gladness of his return back to his village. But for me, I found an exceptional 
and free place for residence and clinic.    
 
I returned back to the examination room and I closed the door. The 
cleanest perfumed guest, the coordinator of the visiting delegations, was 
standing as I leave him watching the hanging photos on the wall of the 
clinic, but he removes his sunglass eventually.  
"Did you not like the chairs?", I said.   
He did not answer. 
"It's clean if you are afraid about your clothes", I said.   
He did not answer also. 
"What's the purpose of the delegation visit?", I asked. 
"What is written in the letter is that they wanted to explore some places 
which affected by disease and they mentioned Paralysis ". 
He answered with the same calm voice. 
“Paralysis”? I said 
 
I remembered directly the face of the Mistress. Mherh Hatim, Doctor 
Mherh, sorry or she is professor Mherh now. When her name was 
mentioned we remembered her face which is full of the reflection of the 
bad disease, patience, and endurance and smiling. 
"Yes", he answered.  
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"What about the delegation?" I said.  
The delegation wants to calculate the number of the cases of the disease. 
"Paralysis? Strange, in this whole country there are only two cases" I said. 
"That's true and those two cases in the south of the country, but they 
mentioned in their message that they want to calculate the number of the 
case of the paralysis" he said. 
It's unusual that the Ministry selected me to escort this delegation, because 
I never went to the Ministry of Health except for one time and that time 
when I wanted to register my name as a doctor since a long time ago. Also 
it's strange that it was the insistence of the Ministry for choosing me and 
the matter doesn't relate to psychology. I did not ask him about this and 
gave him the impression of suspicion about my capability. I need some 
information, I asked him about what I knew.  
 
 "The letter said that the delegation will arrive on  the second of March” I 
said.  
"Yes" , he answered. "The period is short and you had to inform me before 
adequate time, I said. 
 "Why"?,he said.  
He said  "Why" in denying way.  
"Because I want to prepare myself for this visit", I said. 
"You have enough time to prepare your affair or you mean to prepare the 
clinic affair”, he said. 
”The clinic and other things", I said.  
Dr.Isam ", he said. 
He put his hand on the verge of the table, and he looked at my eyes 
directly.  
"Your clinic has no lots of patients, and I think no much patience comes to 
you. About your work at the university I went there yesterday and I did not 
find you. I asked about your lecture schedule and I did not find in the near 
future any lecture for you. Then I had to come to you here. that's mean you 
can excuse for one of your few lectures till the end of the delegation visit 
and if you wanted a written excuse letter from the Ministry of Health I 
would do that. The delegation might travel outside the capital and you 
could close the clinic, or you can assign one of your colleagues to work 
instead of you till you come back and I don’t think you need that", he said. 
I did not like his way in talking although all that facts that he said was 
correct. I looked as if I was busy to the right. I couldn't give acceptance 
directly even I have nothing to do in the near future.  
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I need time for thinking about the acceptance, or even rejection. Also if I 
have the right to refuse the assignment from the Ministry of Health or not. 
It’s obvious that the near visit of the delegation needs urgent decision. I 
looked at him and found him smiling as if encouraging me to answer, or to 
sign that I received the letter and that imply the acceptance.     
"Part of late responsibility to reach you lie to us, but unfortunately we did 
not reach you easily", he said that as he expressed regret. 
He wanted to say that I was not famous and that even was bitter, but it was 
true.  
"I have lots of things to do before the second of March", I said.  
"But you have to answer us today, today is the twenty nine of February, 
only two days remain from the arrival of the delegation" he said.  
"How many?" I asked. 
I felt the muscle of my heart shake for the second time from his arrival. This 
time because of something that he said and that remembered me 
something else.Perhaps, its strange thing let my heart shake before to 
understanding what the reason of his shake. Everything by medicine to 
explain that refers to internal brain. 
“What did you say, repeat what you said?", I said. 
I have to know. 
 "It's only two days remains for the delegation visit" he answered. 
 What's the date today?" I asked. 
 "Twenty nine of February", he answered. 
I stood up, twenty nine of February!!! I said.Maybe if he said that in 
another way- twenty nine of 2 as written in front of me all the day and as 
usually I would not feel the importance of this day.  
Some people called us "Esperanto band" and the others without any 
humorous desire accept the name "Esperanto group". Our leader is 
MherhHatimthe bravest woman I have ever seen in my life. She was 
acquired that bad disease when she was a child and unaware. 
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and she revives from it but suffering all her life in steel cases around her legs. 
She utters the date of the meeting in this manner and teaching us her 
strange language that we are not ready to learn it. Since that day we still 
uttered the exceptional date like that... twenty nine of February.  
Twenty nine of February!! Is this day the twenty nine of February?" I asked. 
"Yes”, he answered. 
I looked to my wrist watch, it says  quarter past nine in the night, and that's 
means quarter past eight in real time before EshaqNiton added one hour 
more for a tropical country. I have no enough time, the meeting was at eight 
o'clock and it was not expected to remain till ten o'clock.I made around the 
office and started to run and the coordinator of the delegation behind me 
and shouted: 
 "Doctor, doctor". 
There was a car in front of the clinic; two women sitting in the front, and 
fourteen in the back of the car, with a captured person who refuse to get 
down.     
Finally, the work is coming. One of them jumps from the car before stopping 
of the car and came near to me and asked me.  
"Excuse me, my cousin" he said. 
I did not stop and I did not know exactly if he wanted to inquire or needed 
help to get the patient down from the car because the patient knock down 
two people from the car who gave help to get him down from the car. He 
was a chubby patient; his weight was more than the people in the car, he 
knocked down the third person and spat on the fourth and started insults. I 
did not recognize his speech which combined with breathing, but I entered 
my house quickly.  
When you are  an unsuccessful doctor and don't own a car, there are 
effective lobby called doctors' league which brings cars for the members and 
the car shape was always small type.  
Why? I did not know the reason, but I submitted a request to the doctor's 
league and within three days only I owned a new beautiful Korean car, and I 
did not  know her real name until I went to pay the first installment from her 
price. 
When I went out driving my car I found the people in that car forced the 
breathing patient to be quiet and they placed his body to the verge of the 
car. 
Someone gave him a strong slap which is the kind that cures the most 
difficult psychology diseases immediately, 
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 but the slap seemed to tickle his cheek, and he persisted in suffering for 
resistance. The perfumed coordinator of the delegation came close to the 
people in the car who were astonished, and didn’t know what to do and he 
point to me when I was on the asphalt street and wanted to enter the main 
street.  
I couldn't stop, because I was late for the meeting of my friends. How can       
I forget this important date in our life? The Mistress called me on the phone 
three weeks ago to remind me about the date of meeting, and she blamed 
me strongly for my previous absence before four years.If my friends did not 
change the place of meeting, the place would be the Blue Nile family park 
which was about half an hour from the Nile city if there was no traffic jam. I 
drove my car as fast as possible. 
Many times I was about to quit the job of psychology, but I don’t want to talk 
about myself, but about another doctor who is accidentally faced by him the 
justice of equality in unjust, and throw him to our village. He loved our village 
and became the village's doctor for a long time. 
I passed the Nile River through Shambat Bridge and beneath me the White 
Nile water which departed towards the north, trying to meet the water of 
the Blue Nile for beginning the long journey to the North of Africa. 
I came to Khartoum as the coming of the Blue Nile, and the rest of the people 
who came from over all parts of the country.  
Most of them were not thinking about returning back and they took the River 
which has the sameintention to return back as a guide for them. If the River 
changed his track they would not return to their village which they departed 
it forever.    
Contrary to all currents and River’s track DrJaber came from Omdurman to 
Safya which was placed on the beautiful hills of the country near the Blue 
Nile in Eastern South. He came with his foreign wife and his son who has an 
acceptable name for all parties because of its multipart of Arab and foreign 
people. 
Dovelea..what? 
 I smiled when I uttered the name , The name of the perfumed tree in English 
and French languages which was repeated to us more than one time and we 
were not capable to utter it . He repeated to his son who opened his mouth 
and uttered in the correct way, Dovelea, and there was another syllable to 
the name, but he did not mention it to us, because of its difficulty. 
Wandering in memories made me smile as usual for anything mentioned and 
related to  
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my village, and It makes me unable to feel the way when I'm going through 
North Khartoum city till I reach the unlimited blue Nile family garden which 
theMistress. invited us to since long when we were at the first class of our 
university study , specifically when we celebrate the end ofEsperanto 
program.  
At that daySouad Hussein one of the members of the band who was fond 
ofHoroscopeand dates mentioned the most excellent ending date of the 
program and she gave a good suggestion which we all accepted and we were 
obligated to it, and from that day we kept in mind to meet each other in this 
garden on the twenty nine of February. 
In addition to her interest in Horoscopeand dates she had literary interests 
and we have to consider her skill in choosing names. The first book is about a 
poem as a novel while the second book is a novel as a poem. There was a 
difference as the novelist said that.   
There were two girls in the band, Souad Hussein, andNajla Al Fateh, we 
named them as the same name of the two Egyptian actresses, and they said 
that we were not the first who named them that name, and were two close 
friends since they were in primary school.  
They were familiar in their perception, ethics, length, and almost everything, 
but while Najlawas most beautiful,Souadhad a conservative beauty. There 
was a difference between the two beauties, yes, till the date of the last 
meeting since four years they were not married and the wave of unmarried 
mixed with dreadful ghost became close to them and I hoped that would not 
take them with her as that would be clear this evening. After their graduation 
they worked together at a law office, and they achieved a remarkable 
success that was not strange for them, because they had a good deal of 
intelligence. I don't know what the life did with them but the fact they were 
together surely. 
 So, I have a meeting with two actresses and at the same time, oh, my 
greatluck with my friends …with two poets but they are real poets, 
ShamilAysaand Al-MonzerMostafa. If you knew one of them and told me that 
who was the one, I would tell you which school of poetry you prefer. I was 
not educated in the poetry field but I could tell between the old and new 
poetry easily. 
ShamilAysaor the comprehensive poet as all people called him in cultural 
clubs was the leader of the new poetry which mixed with prose, slang, and 
his tribal poetry, 
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 and everything that could be mixed with Folklore. He has more than one 
song on the broadcast, but he is not the most famous if we compare him 
with his close friend the other poet Almonzer Mostafa. 
Almonzer won the prize of the best Arabian poet chap in the Ajman cultural 
festival. Since that date all chaps have competed to own his literary works. 
Almoner started his poetry track with his Eleventh literary work and he 
gained a great respect from teachers of high school and all classic critics and 
all colleagues when we were students  in the university. He published his first 
literary work under the title “ I saw you leaving , I don’t know when that 
could be swinging on your eyes, holding Lily and two Roses, holding A rose 
and two Lilies on your eyes , suspended on your eyelash…. It all comes..”  
   His literary works without  a rival and with total merit gains the right of the 
longest title in the history of poetry works. He said that he is intentionally 
doing that and also to ignore the grammar and rhythms. 
After three months he published his second poetry works "the deceiving 
seeds" which were the same of the previous. 
 
 Everybody who knew him was astonished by this sudden transfer and 
astonished also by the good reception and welcoming of all people for his 
new poetry.  
He is literary and cultural unsteady encyclopedia. 
One day of Esperanto study and we were in the first class in the university 
struggling to know what is happening in this world around us Mistress.Mhera 
Hatim said that she had prepared for us the abstract of the English literature 
and brought with her about forty five literary works in English language . She 
said that would be useful through the program to read all. At that time I 
could not recognize any one of the books and even the names of authors 
written on them.  
Everybody took one book except AlmonzerMostafa who sat in front of the 
sights of astonishment of Mistress. Mherh Hatim and of us that he reads the 
entire literary works. Mistress Mherh Hatim asked him if he was sure that he 
was nineteen years as that should be. He said he was seventeen years. 
I passed the widespread entrance of the garden. The place has been no much 
different since our first meeting while we were studying. Before moving a 
step I was searched by my eyes about them. The band has no specific place 
as the other does but we preferred the last table at the fence which facing 
the river. Actually the place was almost empty. I looked with eyes for five  
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People. Those five people were our band or the rest of our band, there were 
two actresses and two poets. On the tables there was no any band with that 
number. Even all people were not coming to the meeting, the Mistress would 
come. 
Her pleasure about the band was great, and even after the ending of the 
study program of Esperanto she insisted that the band members would not 
separate from each others. Her fond of the band was unexplained unless she 
felt much love toward us. Is it true? Or, we filled widespread leisure in her 
life and make her feel something that exist and she lives for it, or she was 
doing that for us? I don’t know, but I think that entire thing together was the 
real reason behind her persistence to make us continue as a band. 
 
We started about ten people that had been selected carefully. We completed 
the study program which was prepared by Mistress before finishing our first 
year of study in the university and we were seven people. 
We meet each other most of the time, but the meeting of the twenty nine of 
February becomes a saint matter for all. I was wandering looking for her 
special white dress that was her long-term clothes which I did not see her 
wear except it throughout the years of my knowing her. There was only one 
white dress in one of the tables near the fence of the Blue Nile. But at the 
table, there were six people. 
 
I came near to them and their features were clear. I immediately identified 
five people who were sitting. The sixth one was a strange person I saw him 
for the first time and he was sitting between Souad Hussein and Najla 
Alfateh. On the opposite side Shamil Aysa was sitting beside Mistress.Mherh 
Hatim. While Almonzer Mostafa with his old striped suit was sitting in the 
middle at the head of the table. Everyone looked at me and welcoming 
words were started before I reached the table. 
 
“I know you will not be absent”. Shamil said that, and his joyful marks on his 
broad face which had the biggest smile and lips appeared in my coming. His 
dry hair converts to circle crescent shape empty in the middle. There was no 
any remarkable change in his skinny body and that was not strange or 
amazing. And never happen once a day that his weight was increased or 
decreased throughout the years. We knew each other. His smile did not 
leave him too. He was always smiling and at the same time he cried easily or 
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he was closer to tears as his friend AlmonzerMostafa described him.So, 
everyone was always careful not to provoke his sensitive feeling, because 
they knew that. Before I answered him Almonzersaid from the head of the 
table: 
 
“Hypocrisy is stronger than welcome.“ 
Directly the remaining smiles from the welcoming moments were banished. I 
turned to the direction of Almonzer and I laughed hoping that what he said 
was a joke or something funny between them, but his face was full of 
seriousness. He meant exactly what he said. I turned to the direction of 
others and everyone was busy with something or turned his face to the other 
side. I turned to the direction of Almonzer looking directly into his eyes and 
saying to him: 
 
“Why did you say that?” 
 
“I named things by their names”, he answered. 
“There was no need for it?” I said that with a little sharpness and I found that 
I was about to do what he did. 
“Unimportant, how are you doing?” I added with a smile. 
“The question is not clear. Did you mean my health or my work or something 
else?” he answered. 
I ignored the sharpness in his speech. 
“Poetry, for example, “I said. 
“I left poetry three years ago”, he answered. 
“So, how is your health?”I said. 
“Too bad”, he said. 
“Specifically, his mental state is very bad, he was waiting for you” 
ShamilAysasaid that from the remote place. 
Everyone laughed, including Almonzer himself. WhileMherhHatim wants to 
clear that and said: 
 
Almonzerhas recently converted to attack everyone and his critic was 
stinging kind. As usually, in a community became familiar withcompliments, 
the sharpness of critics became a new thing in this literary community, and 
after a while the newspaper competes to publish his articles. For more than 
one year he continues to attack whoever he wants from poets.In the last 
month he converted to the direction of his close friend ShamilAysa. 
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Almonzer said that the difference of opinion should not spoil the friendship, 
and Shamil said the friendship remains if the honesty remains. 
“So, why did the problem occur? “ I asked. 
You did not answer me.Perhaps, because she felt that I should know it 
myself. The four years did not change in her appearance but she seems 
smaller than the last time, and the paleness that was on her face when 
making efforts completely disappeared. Her face became pale and red. 
I turned to the poet who turned to be criticized. I found him looking at the 
direction of the Blue Nile as he did not confess that there was a dispute. 
ShamilAysa’s mouth was closed with extended lip and that means he was 
angry. 
We have been silent for a long time till I looked at the sixth person who did 
not member the band and then to the direction of MherhHatim saying: 
- “We did have the honor to know the brother.” I asked. 
“My dear husband”, Souad Hussein answered. 
I stood on my feet with full joy and extended my hand to him again to 
congratulate him. 
“My congratulations, brother, God gives you house and money”, I said. 
“God bless you, the money will be coming, and the children are here”, he 
answered. 
He pointed with his hand to Souad Hussein stomach and the bulge was 
noticeable who is on her first step of transferring from the youth shape of 
the mature shape. Happiness was not enough to describe what she feels. 
When did the marriage take place? I asked 
Almost ten months ago. She answered. 
Her voice also became gentler than ever. 
“No one told me”, I said 
She took time to search about words to justify why not sending me 
aninvitationcard in the recent months. 
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and with the attempts to facilitate marriage through reducing the expenses.  
I was familiar with the shape of apology and I had always felt compelled to 
act as a gentleman and accept such lies, but I was careful to direct this 
impressed question for the married person to pay part of  economical 
marriage tax. 
 
“There was no need for inviting”, she said.  
Despitemy willingness to understand all forms of moderninvitations. I 
understood the case and warned Almonzernot to comment on this matter, 
but he did not let the matter pass like this, he was trying to say something 
but I said before him: 
 
“Of course, the bride’s maid wasNajla”, I said. 
“Of course”, she said. 
 The bride’s maid smiled a magician smile which deserves to be a minister of 
Fine Arts. 
“MajestyNajla if you pleases”, Mistress. Mhera said that. 
 
I knew after a simple explanation that Najla Al Fateh was entering the 
judiciary. She was still beautiful,in spite of the succession of years and that 
did not take anything from her beauty. The life doesn’t fair one day in all her 
gifts and in spite of her sharp beauty Souadprecedes her in marriage. 
“Since when?” I asked. 
“You mean the judicial system … since three years. Currently I work in the 
Ministry of justice but I expected to betransferred from it inthis month”, 
Najla answered with her confident voice. 
She always picks her words carefully. Her clothes were also carefully 
selected. 
The group of people around us, wear the traditional uniform to present the 
supper for us. The band request the food before my arrival, but the dish 
plate which was provided was m 
 
 
ore than enough. It appeared during the supper that SouadHussien husband 
who was too much glad and address well at that moment and he was funny.  
According to his charming and happiness the session becomes opposite to 
the first matter. 
I looked towards the coast in special areas which the Nile follows the western 
way and its season case it was reduced and there was a quantity of wet mud 
on the two sides of the Nile while the university building was faint on the 
southern side of the Nile. 
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The sense of the place goes to everyone. We remember the days of the study 
and common funny attitudes and every funny matter that happened to us. 
Everyone participated in the talk, including Shamil who was the smile 
returned back to memories talks. Our soul which has taken more than a path 
after far apart eager for any blowing of moments that was not restricted. Our 
bodies remind us despite of scattered difference, but our voices which did 
not change were stronger. 
MheraHatim said that she was finally becoming a professor and that means 
after the college of Arts granted her the degree of professor, and she was no 
longer teaching in college except one chapter for ten weeks and remained 
for the rest of the year without work. That kind of work I know it exactly. 
Then I started to talk and tell them about the free time which I faced after 
finishing the teaching hours. Then about the free time in the clinic which 
does’ not work. After that everyone participated in the speech. 
Souad Hussein that has not given up on work as a lawyer recounted the 
doubled confidence of their clients after getting pregnant, while NajlaAlFateh 
remained silent all the time adding to her silence the sobriety of her new job. 
I kept looking at them while lightbreezes coming from the north. Today was a 
bit warm after a three-day cold coming late after the end of the winter and 
break of wind. 
The wind of change undoubtedly hit everyone, but maybe it has been also 
since the beginning of creation and it’s my fate to reach a certain age to 
discover it. Nothing stays the same.Plato said referring to Thales that when 
you jump in the river, you jump in another river not that you looked at it 
while starting jumping. 
With the exception of SouadHussien husband there were all my friends in 
this world. The sense that there are still my friends despite far apart in the 
last period was strong. Mhera stood up to wash her hands after finishing 
eating. She walked slowly away from me while my sense of changing of 
everyone increased with every step she takes. She was my second teacher in 
my life which I learned many things from it without a teacher. There are 
some certain mistakes everyone faces it and gets benefit from it and that 
such mistake does not work with all prior warnings but the presence of a 
teacher gives you valuable time. My first teacher and examplethat I was 
trying to imitate him was Dr. Jaber. She felt that I was fond of him and he 
gave me all useful things but that when I was a small child. 
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When I came to Khartoum with the beginning of my university the best 
things that happened to me were to select me with the group of Mistress. 
Mhera Hatim and therefore I knew her. Then whenever I felt weak in my 
strength of mind or lazy in achieving my goals I recall her picture in my mind 
and that was a good cure for the depression cases which met me in my life. 
But it was like magic. Once I recall her picture with her steel legs all the lax 
and weakness goes and vanished with the blank of my eyes after the first 
memory. 
She walked away from the table when I felt that the change in her was more 
than to be normal. My eyes fixed on her while she was washing her hands 
trying to know what happened to her. She finished drying her hands and 
began moving back towards us when the whole world stops. 
Everything else stopped and remained alone progressing toward me. As 
movie or T.V clips she walks slowly moving towards me. She saw what shows 
in my face or the faces of all others and smiled but kept moving toward me 
and at the same time; despite the extra relative speed her fast steps took 
many years in my eyes. 
I turned to the present people. Some of them did not even notice what is 
happening. I did not know if they were watching what I was watching earlier 
or not, but I saw astonishment on Almonzer Mostafa and ShamilAysa’s faces, 
but my astonishment was greater than them. 
For not to think I was watching another person or twin I looked at her face, 
but she was the same. Mistress. Mhera Hatim who read to us one day the 
philosophy of astonishment, how each child will laugh if he sees his father 
flying and says he is able to do anything, while the father will fall unconscious 
if he sees his son fly.She kept smiling and moving toward us and because I 
was the only doctor among the sitting, my astonishment was greater than 
the others, and I was about to faint.All my breath stopped as I saw the 
impossible happening in front of my eyes and I became sweaty and might be 
seeing the astonishment in my eyes because she lifts her white dress and 
what’s under it up till the level of her knees while her smile turned to             
a laugh. 
My astonishment was not for what I saw; but from what I did not see. There 
was no steel case which all her life puts her legs on it. 
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 That was nearly miraculous. 
Her legs were good without any bending and she was walking easily and she 
was recovering completely from all the effect of Paralysis. 
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Sunday, the first 29 February 
 
When I wasnear the village before sunrise I started to mountaineer the 
westward hill. It was not bulky, and its clod was fertile not leathers and full of 
green wild herbal. Some people give the hill the name of mountain.Safya 
appearedfar away in the mid of the street mounted to the hill top and the 
darkest house appeared as a fuscous small point and the village all together 
from that altitude appeared as a small house. 
When I reached the flat hill top which had extended, the village disappeared 
completely. The sunrise started. I did not see the sunrise because the 
eastward hill is more elevated than the westward hill, but I knew that from 
the light coming from eastward on the other hill top. Both hills were equal, 
they look like the number 7 from far or as ox horn. In the mid of them where 
the village located there was a descended area like a valley and inside it 
there was a fresh water pond that all the villagers drink from it. 
I never exceeded this area before and I did not know his borders in the north, 
but was up slightly in the direction of east till I exceeded the area between 
the two hills, then became flat for a long distance, then passed another hill 
which was less high from the westward and eastward hills. After that the 
mountain ranges ascend and descend to the end of the horizon and to the 
end of our little world. Behind the eastward hill the dense forest covers the 
horizon.  
I was a about to commit a crime of absence from school without permission. 
That’s the biggest crime in our little world and it has the biggest punishment. 
Also, I intended to go to Alrusirs alone and without permission and that’s the 
biggest crime which the absence of school is considered trivial to it, until that 
moment I was walking with hesitation between the implementation of what I 
intend  or to abort the idea and quickly return and go to school before that 
no one feels anything. 
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I wore school clothes and my black leather shoes with triangular blanks and 
yellow ring which my father brought to me in the great (Aid) and it's still new 
despite the wet herbs which crept into my feet across and above the space, 
the short herbs of western hill were covered by dew which also covered all 
the small bushes which were separate and diverge and which never grow, 
but remain on the small size, their counterparts on the eastward hill became 
at that moment covered with rainbow color which seemed to climb towards 
the top, gaining more glow colors from the effect of the sun.  
With the lifting of the sun the feature began to show slowly. The sky covered 
with scattered clouds which give a hint as static, but it was moving slowly, 
consistent with the light wind moving which was blowing toward the north 
unusually and I was lucky there was no rain this morning. 
Over me there was a strange bird shape, it looks like a goose, but it was a 
blue color. I did not know if it was an immigrant returning from his migration, 
but he was flying alone and all migratory birds do not do that. 
The rest of the flock began to come from the eastward coming in the 
direction of the village, at the same time the sun has crossed the dense 
mountain forest trees. I stopped meditating those flocks. It is passed the half-
circle of the rising sun and go beyond the corn field which is the end of Safya 
in the north. Subconsciously I lifted my finger to the top and made a circle 
withit,asweusedtodowhenwesawtheflock. 
 
I knew what the flock did when they passed the pond without landing. After 
they passed the village, they were drifting and continued to drift to 
complement a full circle, then back again, flying over the village and taking   a 
spiral upward passing over the pond completely as if it made sure of its 
existence or inspect the restor recorded the place in her strongest memory. 
Maybe she was taking spiritual power to help them in their long track which 
we did not know where to lead. Then began to spin up towards the top and 
leave the village after three sessions complement then give herself to the 
stream and stop moving their wings. 
 
I kept lifting my finger to the top and making a circle with it joyfully, it was 
our favorite game until all the flock leave the village. 
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With them all hesitation disappeared. As well as all the fear that I felt when I 
leave the house before dawn completely disappeared after seeing those 
flocks. 
 
I was full of excitement and eagerness to see the city (Alrusirs) the largest 
city in the south of the blue Nile. 
People who went to it say that it’s wonderland and it’s beautiful and has the 
largest dam in the country with electricity extracted from the dam to all parts 
of Sudan, till that day I was to hear that magic word (electricity) and my 
thought of what others talk about it that electricity is a big lantern capable of 
lighting many houses, I also heard the word (Sudan) and I thought it's our 
home, which we live in, but the villagers and the teacher Younis image it as 
another country that takes things from us and not give us anything. 
I walked a long distance away from pedestrians who were forced herbals 
long time ago to choose another place for their growth instead of this narrow 
path. It was safer than the reckless looks of the villagers. At the end of the 
westward hill in the direction of the west there was car's path. If I was lucky 
and found a car quickly I could return from (Alrusirs) before two o'clock and 
then go back to my house as I return from school and no one would feel that 
I was not in school. 
Teacher Younis is responsible for our class, and at the same time responsible 
for the first class next to our class and director of the school. At the same 
time he has the highest educational authority in the areas of eastern of (Al-
rusirs) which only has these two classes and no other teacher accept him. He 
lived in a house adjacent to the school as he was a single. He is not from the 
village but a boy from Omdurman. This rated by villagers who use the word 
(boys) before the name of the region, even if the intended person is eighty 
five.  
His age was about thirty, sent by the Ministry of Education to work in school 
and our people of the village as usual respect anyone from Khartoum or 
Omdurman. Omdurman remains as it when they were talking about it, but 
Khartoum they do not mention its name at all while they were talking about 
it, but they say "the capital". He prayed the five prayers in the mosque and 
came back in the evening to his house to play the violin, so the people of the 
village said he was a communist.  
our classroom was a room in the second class, but we were in fact the fourth 
grade. 
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The number of students of the class was twenty-five boys and one girl. They 
were not all in the fourth grade and sixteen were from the third grade. 
Teacher Younishad to put them with us because the school had only two 
classrooms. The other room was smaller in size, but he managed to put the 
first and second grade student together.  
There were less in number than us and they were not doing anything 
noteworthy during the school day.They only sit with us in the classroom in 
order to get one lesson or two if there was spare time from the teacher who 
was always busy with us and probably they returned to their homes without 
any lesson.The teacher makes a great effort to convince the people of the 
village about the usefulness of education, but they did not send their 
children to school because they were not convinced by what he said.They 
were joyful about the existence of something that occupies their children 
throughout the day so , the teacher did not find difficulty in catching young 
children who have reached the sixth or seventh and brought them to 
school,the difficulties were from neighboring villages (Sarha and Amdilfa ) 
who refused to enter their children to school. 
 He told us two years ago that there is an additional teacher coming from 
Khartoum by the Ministry but he did not attend till now. More than once he 
tried to teach the two classes at one time, but he did not succeed in that and 
left it. Despite all this, teacher Younis , who undoubtedly deserves all the 
medals of patience and accomplishment try to increase them by going to 
neighboring villages, trying to convince the parents of the children to bring 
their children to the class.  He said " a little of education is better than 
nothing", but he did not succeed in this. 
 I saw a light dust appearing from the North and it means that there is a car 
heading  to (Alrusirs) and coming towards me. I got down quickly, hoping to 
draw their attention, but far distance between where I am , near the slope of 
the hill and vehicle trail did  not allow me to catch it. It was a large vehicle of 
the type that we call ( Alsfinjh) and loaded with a large quantity of bags. As 
usually all commercial vehicles stopped for people who were few and that  
means extra wage and the owner of the vehicle or consignment did not know 
about it  , maybethe conductor probably getspart of it. I waved with both 
hands to the driver who did not see me and I shouted with loudest voice and 
kept waving. The conductor,who was lying on his back saw me, leaning over 
one of thebiggestbag, putting his right hand on his head, and engrossed in 
smoking luxuriously . perhaps it's his first holy early cigarette of smokers . 
The conductor did not knock on iron or did not do anything to stop the driver 
and I did not stop waving forgetting that I wore my school clothes and 
unaware of what that means for the conductor. 
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The conductor stood at the top of the truck keeping his balance in skill, 
making his hand fist like a circle and grip it in one glance and with a rapid 
movement of his left-hand and started moving his fist and move his lips and 
show a gloomy face, then he repeated that again witha more gloomy face. 
 I waited for a long time for another truck and there was no permanently 
other means of transportation between Safya and Alrusirs except the old bus 
which came on the market day and all sellers from Safya or other destination 
were gathering in the big yard of the city.Passing trucks often came loaded 
with wood or coal, which the southern regions of the Blue Nile River were 
famous for its production.Some of truck were loaded with sesame or peanut 
or corn and maybe coffee which probably come from Ethiopia, the people of 
Safya were famous in the cultivation of vegetable since the day of the former 
name of the village.  
Finally and at about nine o'clock and after defeating my desire to return 
back, I saw an English lorry of the kind that we used to call (Altmis) 
carryingan amount of coal bags stopped by the driver in front of me and he 
asked: 
“ where?” 
“Rasuris“, I replied. 
“ Student ?” he asked.  
“Yes,” I answered.  
“Which village are you from ?” he asked. 
“Safya”, I answered. 
 
The driver wassmiling when I mentioned the new name of the village. They 
openeda new school in ….? He said. 
He stated the old name of the village smiling with surprise. 
“What are you going to do in Alrusiris?” He asked. 
Undoubtedly he meant why I should headAlrusirisdressing my school clothes. 
“I am going to the hospital”, I answered with listless voice. 
“God forgives us”, he answered. His response was fast and noble, opening 
the front door next to him and I got into the truck in a lazy way. 
Safya was not the real name of the village, but the name which the 
government imposed asa name for the village. 
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After the old name entered in the penal code and became includedin official 
correspondence. Some neighboring villages, which were carrying obscene 
name or closer to the insult, but were not at the level of the obscenity of our 
old name of the village. The province on the occasion of changing the name 
made a great ceremony and slaughted a great amount of scarifies and that 
for satisfying the guests and the governor and the celebration became joyful 
and maybe the name took the legitimacy, but it seems after the convergence 
and six year the new name was not acceptable to the residents of 
neighboring villages and our acceptance of the new name by the government 
became their cynicism and adding to their old cynicism too. A lot of parts of 
older men and women  did not stop to launch the old name of the village. 
The sacrifices were lost. But young people and a great amount of respected 
people found comfort in the new name instead of the old which is an 
impolite name.Teacher Younis said that it is a matter of time until everyone 
accepts this beautiful name. 
With the name change many things have changed.The village bus, which was 
devoid of writing because of the shame the old name became ( Alrusirs -
Safya vice versa). Official correspondence in the local council has used the 
new name. On acceptance of the new name the province constructed 
pharmacy, school, and brought teacher Younis, the farmer of the village 
became able to borrow fertilizers, bags from the agriculture office in the 
province without major complication except hidden smiles from the staff, 
who entered it in their notebooks. 
I reached Alrusirsaround midday but the driver insists to put me in front of 
the hospital, which was not his path and refused to take money. The city 
seems something big in my eyes that do not see anything in their life outside 
the small village I waited until the car disappeared and then walked away 
fascinated in the middle of the street. I concludeddirectly that's asphalt 
street because its similarity of the description of the villagers,most of the city 
building was red bricks , but I stopped for a long time in front of the house 
with two layers and I was full of joy watching these things that the villagers 
talked about it with a great reverence and said it was named storey. Before I 
go to the task which I came for it which is to search for a place of bicycle 
maintenance I look at some glass surfaces and I saw the reflection of my 
picture on it with my school bag on my back. I did not have any book in it and 
what was in it was far more important, it’s the bicycle tyres .  
InSafya there were two bicycles. One owned by a medical assistant, who  
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trained bythe province and returned after his training more joyful than his 
joy of his certificate, and his return with a beautiful bicycle makes envy in the 
heart of some of the youth of the village and they said it belongs to the 
government. The second bicycle brought to me by Haj Sayed from one of his 
trips to the city of Wad Medani, where he sells his goods , which were 
brought from Ethiopia, and brought his goods also from Wad Medani to our 
village until his next trip to Ethiopia as he does every year, but he delayed 
this year and he stayed long in Safya. His stay in the village was more than 
wonderful for me in normal circumstances because my pocket was full 
throughout the period of his presence, but the new bicycletyrehad defected 
two months ago. I blow it by the medical assistant who owns a blower with 
his black bicycle Rally brand the best brand bicycle as he said to me but it has 
defect again. After that the medical assistant gets out the tube and said after 
examination with his particular medical insightful perception that it has  a 
hole and that cannot be repaired, but only in Alrusirs. 
 
Going to Alrusirs alone was one of the seven sins, but I decided to take the 
risk and I waited for the next trip of Haj Sayed to do the risk in his absence 
and guarantee the lightest possible sanction if it uncovered. Haj Sayed stayed 
in the village for a long time more than usual and the idea to do the risk in his 
presence comes to me more than once, but I have not surrendered to it. So it 
was the day before .  
Teacher Younis came smiling and happy, accompanied by a dirty dressed 
person.  
I am pleased to introduce to you today darling person, we all knew him. All 
educated Sudanese knew him for forty years and still to this day represent 
something important in the study of geography in Sudan. Dear children, I 
introduce to you Moses Wad Mursal. 
Part of the students welcomed him and the rest was astonished. Their eyes 
were looking for the intended person with a doubt that this was a person 
who did all these miracles in the geography of Sudan while Moses Wad 
Mursal was cough and spit inside the class. 
The dazzled teacher Younis added. 
 Since I came to Safya I hoped to meet Moses Wad Mursal and I asked about 
him, they said he was absent for a long time and when he returned from his 
trip and heard that I was searching about him he came to the school by 
himself. We welcomed again Moses Wad Mursal expressed our honor for his 
visit. 
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Before the ending of clapping, Moses Wad Mursal said with throaty voice: 
“This is not the first school I have visited. I went to Alrusirs school, Damazin 
school, Singa school and Sennar school, many other schools.” 
Yes, we knew it, and thank you again. The teacher replied. 
Then he turned to us, saying: 
“Moses Wad Mursal invited us to his home , and the next visit for us will be 
to his home and he will invite you now by himself.” 
“Moses moved towards us with him his smell and he became near to me and 
I made my effort trying to bear the strange smell, which was spread in the 
class with his movement. The combination of all nasty odor that mixed 
together and then said through his lips, which were expanded due to snuff. 
- If Godwilling. 
He was wearing a traditional clothes not washed for a long time and did not 
bathe since last year. He was carrying a stick in his right hand, and holding a 
bright whip in his left hand, as all those things were not sufficient in this 
difficult world. There was a knife in a leather wallet above his left hand and it 
looked through a small hole in his clothes. 
 He completely stopped in front of me while teacher Younis explained the 
ancient geography curriculum, which he studiedwhile he was a student and 
how that curriculum used a friendly method to define the areas. The teacher 
seemed very happy while I was on the verge of losing consciousness from the 
smell of our friend.  
When he said at the end of his speech that tomorrow will be the day of our 
visit to Moses Wad Mursal I realized that theappropriate day for access to 
Alrusirs is coming finally.  
I carried with me in the school bag also something precious not less 
important than the tube of the bicycle ..the ball …as we call the football, 
which participate in itsownership about twenty of the area boys who paid 
and amount equal when we purchased it and the vacuum of air make great 
sorrow to us. We cannot find a long needle to fill the ball. We gave attempt 
of smart future inventor to solve the problem  and also failed .  I intended to 
inflate it at my own expense and surprise the friends by that. 
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 The only bicycle maintenance technician I found was busy, I waited for three 
hours resisting hunger and waited for him until the reform of the tube and 
inflation the ball brilliantly. The end of school time was passed, and it was 
clear that my absence has exposed, but with my vision to the ball which 
regains its spherical beautiful shape I did not care for anything. 
In addition, the bicycle shop the people of the village were talking about 
another thing with most admirationthat was the competence of the people 
of the village to drink it was confusing all the people of Alrusirs. It's the 
banana juice with milk, which everyone said that if someone did not taste it 
he did not taste anything. I drank two cups and I became as if I taste 
everything.  
At four o'clock in the evening while I was on the road of vehicles leading to 
the Safya direction a white vehicle ( Land Rover ) stopped in front of me:On 
the front seat next to the driver there was a tall person sitting almost his 
head touching the ceiling . on the front door was written in capital letters. " 
Anti small pox program".  
AltahirBukhari leans his back on the giant acacia tree and fired another heart 
break groan when one of the village girls appeared andcame towards 
them.Shewas very tall and slender and that was not conformity with the 
standards of the people of the village for the ideal body but it was his 
favorite body standard. He was sitting beside Sheikh Zakaria the owner of the 
tree who was not officially owning  it, or even existed when it was planted, 
but the name became " Sheikh Zakaria tree". 
SheikhZakaria was relaxed in his sitting. Putting his back on his tree and 
sitting on an old mattress pierced in many places. Above it, there was a 
cotton cushion.In its verge there was a small hole,  and in front of him a 
yellow mat with several other holes and on it there werewrapped things and 
some staff, which were the basis of his career. It was tight wrapped in bags of 
different sizes with a faint white colour .He was busy withmoving the white 
stone on one of many wood panels  which heowned and was trying to erase 
it. On the  wood panels there was some Quran verses and other symbols 
were not known by anyone else. At the same time tells about his duplicate 
suspension stories to Altair Bukhari. 
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 AltahirBukhari did not listen, but his sight in the direction of the beautiful girl  
who was coming to them, watching her steps on the floor with high 
admiration mixed with astonishment.  
- “I seek Allah protection.” 
 He said that when his groan overcome the power of silence and came out 
honestly, but that groan met by chance the loud voice of Zakaria in his story 
reaching a suspension chapter and he thought it a praise. 
SheikhZakaria as usual does not focus on the listener to his stories but his 
main concern is not to mix his story with themanyotherstories afterhearing 
the objections of the village people about that and about his repeated 
stories, and despite of his caution most of his stories were lost and interfered 
with each other. 
AltahirBukhari, who was mastering everything that the people of the village 
thought it'simpossible, he did not usually listen with attention to Sheikh 
Zakaria stories or ( Alfaki) as he called him, He heard it over and over again 
and he responded with sheikh Zakaria tones who did not stop narration, then 
his voice rises with the climax of the story; then sheikh Zakaria asking Altahir. 
“Do you think they were not convinced?” 
“Convinced , hundred percent.” 
Altahir said that without sense and habitually. He did not know who were 
convinced, by what convinced ? and what made them convinced, but that 
was not important then, the beautiful girl was approaching. 
The place of the huge acacia is the middle of the old residences place and 
market, therefore everybody passes AltahirBukhari who has examining 
eyes.He did not care about any person, especially men. His sights  these days 
were focused on women ,because he intended to get married and the truth 
that the marriage idea came to him many years ago,but not such insists like 
that which could not do anything with it, despite of all his efforts to keep it 
secret and hidden, but his sights became more focused after being overtaken 
and defeated all the forces of the disciplinary gaze. Any women's scene 
seduces him and losing his nerve system, and the launch of a large portion of 
inactive hormones makes him think for a long time in the world of 
daydreams, which did not know about it until his wishes in the girl of his  
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dreams became less terms and sometimes the girl of his dream became any 
female in any form and at any price at this moment and quickly.  
AltahirBukhariisliked by all the inhabitants of Safya in recognition of the good 
reputation of his father who passed away and left hisson, but most part of 
this love refers to his collaboration with everyone and his help on all hard 
work. He mastered a lot of things that need special skills. Also of his funny 
and humorous character with everyone. His gazes were known by all the 
people of the village and particularly the youth with the same age and they 
used his old,same terminology which was used against them and  they 
whispered " AltahirBukharion fire". 
He knew that the acacia tree is the best place to observe the girls  coming 
from the old residential area on their way to the market, but he was sorry 
that the observation did not include the girls from the new residential areas 
which they were planning, distinctive and beautiful more than the rest of the 
village houses. Most of their population were traders and rich and they 
always have beautiful girls and their clothes completed any deficiency in the 
beauty of them. The observation site has not allowed him to see them unless 
they considered visiting the old residential area andthis often in the 
afternoon and then unfortunately the Zakari tree for magic and incenseat 
that time closed the glass door and turned the plate to the side which was 
written on it the word “closed.” 
The girl approached him , there  was something familiar with her .Is she the 
daughter of Haj Osman? but Haj Osman lives in the new residential area. She 
passed the market . Maybe she meant the old residential area. The direction 
of the houses requires a simple incline to the right. Did she mean the 
mosque?Did Haj Osman delay in the mosque to this time and his daughter 
wanted to look for him?But maybe she is not Haj Osman’s daughter. This 
bright, beautiful face. Yes, it is Ms. Osman undoubtedly the most beautiful 
girl in the village (miss Safya), and everyone agreed. Adrenaline chopped 
AltahirBukhariheart sharply and the malicious wave started playing with his 
nervous system drawing whatsoever nervesto the upper. 
“I seek protection from Allah”,Altahir said that. There were no compatibility 
between what Altahir has said and the story of Sheikh Zakaria and then lifting 
his head objected what Altahir has said, but he continued looking in the 
direction that was showing him Ms Osman and that view makes Sheikh 
Zakaria tongue which overbilling of blame words silence, 
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then draw on his face a welcome smile full of hospitality hiding all his a 
astonishmentunder it. While AltahirBukhari makes himself busy looking at 
right and left, started to arrange and he did not know what to do with the 
bags of incense in front of him and he was surprised about the idea that one 
of the Haj Osman family, the handsomest of the village and preacher of the 
mosque that pilgrimaged fifteen time ) came and visited Sheikh Zakaria.  
ShiekhZakaria , his real name isZakaria Gabriel Zakaria,he originally was not 
from Safya,but he came and no one knew from where did he come.His color 
and feature said that he came from West Africa and his age between forty 
and fifty, and his stories were full of humor from everywhere and gave the 
impression that he visited everywhere and lived more than his age. When he 
arrived atSafya took a vacancy job that the village need strongly , and 
because of his memorize last suratAlbaqra and Yasin,  and his Arabic was not 
good, also his handwriting was not clear, moreover, helies without moving 
his eyelashes, he found himself owing to all the requirements of his new job. 
Zakaria Gabriel became the permanently Sheikh of Safya, and there was no 
need foranotherSheikh from neighboring area. 
“Peace be upon you sheikh Zakaria. “ Altahir  said that. 
“Upon you too,”Zakaria answered. 
His work was to write a magical formula and to sale herbal medicine, which 
increased man's capability as he said and cures a lot of women's diseases and 
eliminate infertility and do wonder and despite that the village disagreed 
about the capabilities , some believe it and others disbelieved, but they 
agreed that his incense is good and his ability to treat the bite of snakes and 
scorpions and splinting fractures.  
AltahirBukhari did not expect that the girl would come to him because a 
group of women come to SkeikhZakaria for many reasons related to unseen 
work or invalidate it. Normally to invalidate works was easier, but not less 
price, and the prices are not specific and depend on the sense , humor and 
financial customer ability , also ShiekhZakaria did not expect that the girl was 
the one of the daughters of Haj Osman the preacher of the mosque who was 
known by his  hardlineropinion against his works and he thought that she 
needs help in repairing something broken in their house fromAltahirBukhari , 
but Ms Osman sat on his left looked around and suspiciously in the direction 
of AltahirBukhari.  
AltahirBukhari found himself forced from the serenity and beauty of her face 
and her eyes to turn his sight in the other direction but it was too late.One of 
the arrows of love turned to his head, his hand trembles and grabbed one 
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 of the bags and moved it all the bit and then returned it to its place and 
grabbed another and turned again towards the direction of the girl and 
found her silent, looking at the ground and found Sheikh Zakaria requesting 
himto gosilently away, then he threw the bag and left the place without a 
voice except the sound of love between his ribs. 
He went away from the acacia tree  and the old residential area of the village 
in the south direction which leads to the pharmacy and then to the school 
flirting the love and marriage dreams, and before reaching the pharmacy . 
Ms Osman was dancing the bride dance semi-naked in front of him , and 
when he reached the school, she was holding his arm going with him to the 
honeymoon, and when he arrived the beautiful and clean hotel to spend the 
honeymoon found himself almost bumping into a wall of the school.  
The school students did not see AltahirBukhari almost bumping  into a wall of 
the school while they crossed the wide door silent but they saw teacher 
Younis, who preceded them by several steps smiling and they did not know 
what made him smile, they followed the direction of his looks, and while 
looking at AltahirBukhari walking near the fence and on his face a red light 
blush they raised all of their hands waving peace and on their faces sincere 
welcome signs. 
 They loved him very sincerely , in addition to that he was the funny smile of 
the village who is never afraid, he was the only one who plays football 
shamelessly  with them and he was the eldest of them . He was not witty in 
football but he excelled in fun, humor and laughable comments. They were 
on their way to visit Moses Wad Mursal( the dust man), who visited the 
school yesterday.  
AltahirBukhari answered the greeting raised his hand to the student class 
and to the teacher Younis, who  preceded them a long distance and at that 
moment he also passes his hands on his mustache . TeacherYounis was the 
only person that the village called  ( Efendi) after excluding, of course, the 
medical assistant . The village does not consider the medical assistant who 
reads the newspaper as (Efeni) even if he was awarded doctorate degree 
because mainly he was from the village. 
 The pride of teacher Younis of his mustache was clear in the care and cutting 
the sides of it , and the care about his appearance was not limited to his 
mustache which despite of its beauty it was great a bit on his face. His shoes 
were brilliantstrangely, and also his clothes which virtually transformed into 
quadratic form on his body from the iron accuracy . 
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he had also a shaved beard and a smooth face.  
AltahirBukhari was illiterate, but admired learners. When the school opened 
four years ago, he was twenty years old and he wished strongly to enter the 
school with them, but his fear of ridicule ofthe people of the village 
prevented him from that,there were students in the sixteenth and their 
parents agreed to be brought into the school after the urging of stubborn 
teacher Younis. He saw him more than once trying to persuade some of 
those eighteen, but bumped into rejecting of the youth and condemnation of 
their family and wished from all his heart that teacher Younisinsisting on 
trying to fill the empty class with those in the twenty years of age, I wished if 
he tried, but even the teacher Younis exceeded his age where is his parents 
who will insist on them .  
He was alone in the village after losing all his family and has no relative in the 
village; only Haj Sayed. 
He waslooking around at the student's class searching for Esam the son of 
Haj Sayed but he did not see him . He approached from the procession with a 
smile to teacher Younisand said” peace be upon you. “ 
“And upon you too,” teacher Younisresponsed with hospitality.  
“Where are you going?”Altahir asked. 
“Sarha,”TeacherYounis responded. 
“Strange! What are you going to do in Sarha?”Altahir asked . 
“Moses Wad Mursal invited us ,our friend, yes and we are now on our way to 
him , Do you want to come with us ?” Teacher Younis asked. 
AltahirBukhari looked at the left,Ms Osman in front of Sheikh Zakaria had 
risen from her seat and Sheikh Zakaria began collecting his belongings ready 
to leave with her!!! There was a mystery in the presence of Ms Osman, he 
would like to know and he must know it, but it was the first time in his life, 
that teacher Younis asked him something, and he cannot disappoint him , 
and in fact AltahirBukhari has never disappointed anyone. He looked at her 
again as she  moved with her beautiful body and SheikhZakaria followed her. 
He wondered where they were going? He kept hisgrowing curiosity with all 
he coulddo and said, 
“well, teacher.” 
Then he went behind the student's class mired in his daydream and 
wondering ,forgetting everything about Esam the son of Haj Sayed. 
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Haj Osman felt something fishy in his home, but he chose for the first time 
in his life pretend not to see about it, because the whole matter does not 
even allow to ask about it. 
Upon his return from the mosque this morning he found that his house 
was full of women, so he did not ask,so as not to be described as ignorant, 
not to think about him the ignorance and for another important reason 
for him because he is an important person and that require few words 
and wise personality, especially with women who in his opinion were the 
most likely a vessel of birth which did not create, but to give birth and 
even those not succeeded on it as required. 
 When he thinks about that he cursed the devil and asked forgiveness 
from Allah in secret and remembered that's not enough and got out of his 
rosary asking Allah the forgivenessfaithfully and honestly. He said in his 
discourse last Friday the angel of bad deed does not write any sin till 
asking the angel of good deed six times to give him a permission to write 
it. Granting the disobedient slave the opportunity for forgiveness and then 
if not did till the six permission the angel of bad deeds write the sin, but 
he did not say to them in the oration that when he ask forgiveness from 
Allah, he does it one hundred and ten  times by his rosary. Complete a full 
rosary, takes three pieces together until complements one third of the 
rosary and that one of the secrets for forgiveness learned it by his former 
Sheikh in the house of memorizing Quran in Damazin while he was just as 
the assistant. 
 When he finished his asking forgiveness from Allah seemed to remember 
the reason of his begging Allah for forgiveness, and he asked again on his 
rosary trying to remember and when he did, he knew that he did not do 
what brings  him for forgiveness but he must ask forgiveness when he just 
thinks about it.  
He has been told by himself,  which he tried to restrain it in all his previous 
life that his wife is abad vessel and she did not give birth except girls. 
Seven times hoping that to have a boy, but she only succeeded in giving 
only girls. Many said that her daughters are beautiful good mannered and 
moral, but what was the benefit of beauty? God damns beauty, it's only 
sedition and perhaps brings shame. If ugly or short it does not matter oh 
God makes him a boy, let me be happy. O lord leaves me without 
offspring and you are the best of inheritors. He said that ten times and 
then he doubts that it's nine and adding one and started with the Holy 
and the Ever Endoring after adding the number of Ever Endowing three 
thousand and three hundred thirty three.  
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 In the market of butchers, TajAlsirSaleh, is the most famous butcher was 
busy breaking a leg of calf in front of him and was very concentrated on 
his work while the radio was opened. He was crooning with the radio 
while selecting the best meat to send it to his home. He looked at the 
school street and found it empty and looked towards the sun direction 
and found it to skip the specified position for attending of his son, Saleh 
who is delivering the meat in the house every day. He did not need the 
sun to determine the time and the moving of the eating inside him doing 
that. His internal clock is much more accurate than all clocks in the world  
when his stomach was empty he was completely aware that the deadline 
has come to a close.  
The most amusing moments of the village was when you see him 
returning to his home hungry. He did not turn right or left so as not to be 
occupied by anything for not entering his house quickly. 
“Oh my mother, I cannot bear the hunger.” 
That was the expression of women of the village. Skilled women in the 
world at all in the microscopic, laboratory and psychological analyzes and 
even sexual when he passed in front of them rush back to his home 
Alknezr, his son who won numerous titles from school and that's his last 
title , he did not appear from the direction of the school and that was very 
strange. 
TajAlsir was full of anger and vows words which have not succeeded in 
silencing the horror that dwells in his heart from the fear of his arrival to 
the house and there is nothing to eat. 
He looked for anyone that he can send him with the meat at home,  but 
the market was devoid of young boys. 
 He moved the meat on the table aside and started insulting the fate and 
the circumstances and throw his knife right, cursing his son who was 
useless for anything and must be and he does not care about his father in 
that way. He started wrapping the meat carefully which was selected by 
him, then he started cursing Alknezr mother who spoiled him too much 
and who became fat like her son as he looked in the direction of the 
school in the hope that he will see him. 
 While he became certain that he will not appear fill his mouth with air 
and his face with sadness and said angrily “  your dead people… your dead 
people… your dead people.” 
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When he finished wrapping the meat, he carried it with his right hand and 
went quickly to the house . 
 Miss Osman followed by Sheikh Zakaria approached the woman's door 
and seemed careful no one to see her, but that was almost impossible 
because all sets  of all the eyes of passers and the residents of the street 
were focused since early in the mooring at the entrance of the Haj Osman 
house.The only one who did not know the entry of Sheikh Zakaria to his 
home was Haj Osman himself. 
He entered from a woman's door and he followed her trying to remain 
silent and to walk without a voice. This way of entering into the house was 
humiliating him because the habit is to enter the houses with all the 
welcoming of the inhabitants, but he did not say anything this time hoping 
that he will get a gift from her generous mother. Although the Ms. told 
him in advance what to expect, but he jumped with fear when he 
approached the room with a loud explosion shout. 
Allah help me… Allah help me.. Allah help me 
Her mother was moaning of the travail inside her room and screamed out 
loudly and then stopped and after that moaning with silent voice then 
yelled and shouted. 
 Granules of sweat became scattered with the right and left of her 
forehead and face and neck with the shaking of her head screaming of her  
pain that cannot bear it despite of the desperate attempt of the patient 
and durable. 
 Around her where wave the best medical staff, which possible to find 
them in (Safya, Amdilfah, and Sarha) perhaps in all of southern Blue Nile 
regions with respect to delivering operations. 
Zahra Jadenthe first obstetrician and her assistant Mariam Hamza and 
Madina Jar Alnabi were the best assistant obstetrician in the entire region. 
Their help was not only in delivery, but they are her permanent mates of 
her in spending of their long time of leisure between each birth and 
another in drinking coffee and smoking in the afternoon and drinking wine 
at night. 
 All of them were busy in moisturizing the room by moving her clothes and 
moisturizing the face of the patient and confused between keeping the 
window of the room closed as it was closed already with the increasing 
heator open windows and take out the aloud screaming and let all 
neighbors hear that thus Haj Osman , who went and sat in the hall far 
away from them and that was the most serious problem at that moment 
with entering of Sheikh Zakaria. 
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with respect to the delivery operation there is no necessity to take 
decision regard it, Zahra Jaden the head of a crew has learnt after the 
initial examination that the birth was almostimpossible. 
The baby was upside down. Amending the position was something that 
she did not know, but she knew that she was the only expert in the room 
and had to do something. She stood for a long time waiting for an 
improvement in the situation for the baby. She was confused and ordered 
a preparation of an ancient mixture which her mother taught her in the 
past forty years ago. In the beginning of its work in the medical field,her 
mother told her a long time ago that this mixture was to save the 
mother's life, but she did not see one day that her mother tried this 
mixture with any woman and then still alive. 
 The only pharmacy which has the requirements of the mixture has 
reached the house carried by Sheikh Zakaria, who stood outside the room 
politely after Ms Osman ordered him about that and then entered the 
room to inform the crew of the delivery about that. 
 Zahra Jaden decided to keep the windows as they were till the leave of 
Sheikh Zakaria and gave the order for that to her assistants by signal 
without opening her mouth and get out with the Ms outside the room and 
closed the door quickly behind her and greeted SheikhZakaria with a 
warm welcome. She hates Sheikh Zakaria like every woman who hates a 
man who practice women's profession and began counting her herbs 
required for mixing. As usual of the man who masters his profession 
Sheikh Zakaria let her to complete the list of the order until the end and 
then looked at the ground carefully and turned to Zahra Jaden with a 
serious smiling and his eyes full of pride not found except in the eyes of 
senior pharmacists and told her that her requests are existing. 
Teacher Younis was heading the march and beside him AltahirBukhari and 
directly behind them was the tallest student of the class, and he is      a 
student who was responsible for the class and his name was Modfa Ali 
Marfien. He is not originally from Safyaand he came with his father who 
was aformer military who fought in Palestine a long time ago. 
Safya for the limited number of its inhabitantsdoes not mind to welcome 
any new residents. Another student was the son of the butcher and he 
was plump  apparentand no one calls him by his real name and every 
student called him Alknezer. They were never far apart. AltahirBukhari 
asked them if they saw Isam the son of Haj Sayed. 
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 Alknezranswered him with his left lip with a voice of birds after sucking all 
the air and shaking his head that he did not know. That sound 
annoyedAltahirBukharistrongly,whileModfa Ali Marfien moved his head 
left and right into the negative as well.  
Teacher Younis, who heard the question withheartbreak answered.  
“Hewas supposed to recite the school discourse when we arrived, but he 
did not attend this morning… I hope that he was not sick.” 
AltahirBukhari did not understand the meaning of school discourse and 
did not ask about that for fear of embarrassment. 
“ No, he is not sick, I was in their home yesterday evening and he wasthe 
one who brought us tea.”AltahirBukhari answered with standard Arabic 
Language.  
 Maybe there was a good reason which made him absent. Younis shakes 
his head and answered . 
AltahirBukharinodded his head down and was trying to remind himself to 
visit the house of Haj Sayed for asking about his son Esam, however, he 
must visit their house for eating lunch  especiallyhe is single and cannot 
find someone for cooking for him. Even if he found someone for cooking, 
Haj Sayed will not leave him eat alone since the death of his parents and 
the beginning of his work as his assistant and a driver with him in his last 
trips to western Sudan and to all the places where he went to it. 
The ground was wet under the feet of the march of the students and the 
weather was cloudy and nice and the flat field stretches with green color 
in front of themand full of short herbs, unusually was devoid of cows. The 
march takes the road of Sarha across the empty field of known and quiet 
roads except for the sound passing birds. Teacher Younisordered the 
student of the school and then they started clapping and singing a visit 
song. 
 We are, we are, we are 
fourth grade student  
we are, we are, we are, 
 we are visitors,  we are, we are , we are  
caring our love and affection, we are, we are 
 we are visitors, we are visitors. 
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Teacher Younis seemed happy with what he does while singing a song 
with the students, but AltahirBukharihada doubt while hearing the song 
that the conversation of the village people are correct and teacher 
Youniswas undoubtedlya communist. 
 
The fantasyvisited Haj Sayed again this morning, he was going to convince 
himself after nearly a year after his last going to "Hajj" that surprised all 
people of Safya which the  fantasy did not come to him after that and left 
him forever. He went to Hajj and he did not reach forty regardless of 
allastonishment, wondering sights and he gave implication that he did 
that to fulfill the hopes of his mother ( God may mercy her ) who gave him 
this double name on his birth, with a wish from almighty to achieve that 
goal and he returns after deserved aptly named for him throughout his 
life. the fantasy was not troublesome in the first of his visit, but after a 
period of repeating visit there was a strange thing occurring with every 
visit. Haj Sayed Kept silent about this thing, because it was one of the kind 
that could not speak about it with others. He kept his secret and was 
determined to go to Hajj for the worship cure of those things and a after 
his returning the fantasy stopped to visit him but the symptom did not 
disappear from him. With the passage of days he became more confident 
about the reconciliation and the end of her visit forever, but she returned 
this morning and was unusually smiling. In most previous visits, she was 
coming with burning eyes and real sparks were flying from her eyes.  
Her first visit was in the fortieth day of her death and he got married to 
her sister. She did not ask him why he did that as a habit of all the ghost 
that knows the answer, but she told him with an angry voice to build a 
separate  room for a new bride if he wants to marry her. Haj Sayed built 
the room, according to the will of the descent and brought  her sister who 
did not exceed sixteen years old and was given asa non refundable gift by 
her father. 
That day he did not think that her order is true and he did not build the 
room and thought it was just a dream. In any case every new woman 
needs a house and her father who had given her to him needed to feel 
gratitude and the new room gave her family the impression that they did 
a good thing and found recognition from him.  
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The small bride was supposed to care about Esam , the youngest son who 
was eight years old at that time and he was not young for a great deal of 
care but his aunt's care is better than the strange women as everyone 
agreed.  
She was similar in the shape and body of her sister and the best in soft 
skin and nearly loved her because love until that date was not listed in the 
life of Safya. He loved her and he did not know that he loved her and 
showed the new room to her, the cupboard which made of Alzan wood 
which he brought from Damazin.He looked into her eyes and hoped to 
find the admire of what he did,and that was the first time to look at her 
eyes and found tears. 
 He  denies that by his eyes thinking that it was tears of joy but she was 
crying loudly. 
“Yesterday.”  she said hardly when she found the question in his eyes and 
did not dare to say: 
“I dreamed yesterday.” She kept silent and between the cry and question 
moment in his eyes. 
“Is it Mahasen?” 
***** **** **** 
We are visitors, we are, we are, we are . 
The students completed their beautiful song in front of Moses Wad 
Mursalhouse and he totally welcomed them warmly and sincerely .
Therewas no one giving him such consideration and after he exceeded the 
age of childhood our friend Moses Wad Mursal in Sarha, he was the one, 
who filled the hearing and sight in all schools in Sudan , hehad become 
just Moses Wad Mursal, who was working as a woodcutter and sells to 
those who are not cutting wood and because Sarha peopleare cutting 
woodsand they are working  and pasture cattle and pride of the number 
of cattle whichthey owned.So, Moses tookhis wood to the"Safya" and 
looked always at the school since the establishment of it till he met 
teacher Younis, who tried to enter the school yesterday and introduced 
himself to him. 
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 he was surprised that teacher Younis hugged him happily. 
He made them sitting in a long rug and made teacher Younis and 
AltahirBukhari sitting in the only bed he had got. His house was a small 
cottage, built with skill, and in front of it a broad shade trellis where he 
make them sitting .  
That was at the time of Englishmen.  
He started telling them the story, trying to talk in standard Arabic 
Language. 
The English inspectorcame on his horse and behind him there were folk 
and folk behind that folk . They said that they wanted a picture and scenes 
from the area, along with photographer carrying a large camera and a 
black cloth color on it, and his assistant cameraman walked on the 
ground. There were some solders of the English army whospoke Arabic,  
but makes a man a woman and was wearing a big hat. The hat was 
rounded " khakicolor" with golden tape and the golden tape was shining 
and I was running behind them and I was a young child . I liked the 
photographer and it's my first time to see Englishmen.,” there is no power 
but from Allah,” I forgot . 
He was speaking as the memories as heavy things came to him once and 
made him exhausted and he did not want to show that to the young 
students , especially after seeing the celebration of the school about him. 
He had equipped them with everything that he was able to get it and 
there was several barrels filled with the thing that he prepared for them. 
“I forgot, sorry I did not give anything to you till now.” 
Teacher Younis started saying something, which meant that it was not 
necessary, but Moses Wad Mursal moved toward the barrel, which was 
on the ground and there was a cup on it, which was only a half cup, but it 
was anyway a cup. He filled it for the nearest student and gave it to him 
with a smile. 
There was a thin student called kamalDysentaryand he earned the name 
because of his frequent visit to the hospital complaining from one type of 
disease. That student will not forget throughout his life that he looked at 
the thing which was given to him by Moses Wad Mursal and after 
lookingin the direction of teacher Younis to see his reaction and his 
warning sight who forced him not to reject and possibly impending 
punishment if he did not drink. He closed his eyes and drank all the cup 
one go. He saw the approvingly look from teacher Younis, Moses Wad 
Mursal and AltahirBukhari, who was smiling and he would not forget that 
Moses Wad Mursal gave him the cup and ordered him to give the drink to 
the others,  
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He returned to the place where he sat and he was carefulabout what he 
would do consulted by his sight teacher Younis who,nodded his head to 
him to do that, and he gave drinks to all the students who viewed the 
warning glances of rejection and then drank with a smile, and he will not 
forget that when he returned to the place of his sitting he was holding in 
his heart a great love for Moses Wad Mursal and he did not know why? 
 
Moses continued his story: 
There was a group of people from BakhtAlrudha with them, they were 
preparing a new approach to education in the country and they want a 
friend from each town to teach geography to the student. 
Teacher Younis, who was delighted by all that was happened to be 
around. He stopped kindly ourfriend Moses Wad Mursal from narrating 
his story and turned to his students and said: 
What is BakhtAlrudha?“ 
No oneanswered him;in that moment teacher Younis wished the presence 
of the clever student Esam Haj Sayed, who undoubtedlywould answer 
such an easy question easily. 
Most of the students were busy in exchanging the  cup and teacher 
Younisnoticedunusual activity aamongthem, including the speed of 
drinking.  
AltahirBukhari answered teacher Younis question enthusiastically .  
BakhtAlrudhais the Ministry of Education at the time of Englishmen. 
Along silence followed AltahirBukhari answer and then one of the 
students laughed loudly.  
He was the same student who gave drinks to all students and he hit the 
ground with his hand and continued to laugh and he did not care about 
the fired looks of the teacher and his shouting.  
Shut up ,shut up . 
Kamal Dysentarywill never forget that he tried not to laugh and he looked 
to the student next to him and that they blew off together in laughing, 
and a moment later the students were all laughing, teacher Younis 
thought that they were laughing about Altahiranswers to the question and 
he shouted at them. 
“Yes, yes, correct answer.”BakhtAlrudhawas similar to the Ministry of 
Education at the time of Englishmen and that makes the students laughing 
more and their laughterturned into a kind of hysteria and became out of 
control. 
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One of the students shouted:”Teacher Younis,“what is 
bakhtAlrudhateacher?” 
While Moses Wad Mursal shouted happily 
who is drinking is lucky, he then went to the barrel and filled the cup and 
gave it to teacher Younis, who winded his eyes and looked shocked as he 
looked into the cup. 
TeacherYounis, who was coming from Omdurman which he did not leave 
it before and who did not know much about local drinks and who was sent 
by the Ministry to become a teacher in Safya, lookedat the cup and then 
looked to AltahirBukhari beside him. 
Altahir kept laughing till his white gleaming teeth appeared , he looked at 
the class and exploded with them in laughing when he saw some students 
swinging on the ground and then looked in the direction of the surprised 
teacher and tried to mute his laughter while answering the question of 
the teacher, explaining to him simply the name  of the heavycold drink.  
“Assalya” 
**** **** ****  ****  *** 
Zahra Jaden the first queen obstetrics ordered Haj Osman's wife to lie on 
her back and try to lift her heavy stomach to the top of what she can do 
and then fall suddenly. She was trying to return the child to his normal 
position, but the lift of her stomach was difficult for her, then orders her 
two assistants to help her.  
Mariam Hamza and Madena Jar Alnabi each one of them can do the 
regular obstetric operation, but the old faith of the people of the village 
about the capability of Zahra since she was assistant to her mother before 
ten years ago, there was no way for them except to give assistance as in 
such operation or wait for emergency situation that may occur in the 
absence of Zahra in the village.  
Mariam Hamza the head of the assistant poured the mixture on the 
pregnant women who continued her scream, who became a double 
because of burning material in the mixture, in addition to the pain of 
delivery which became great,  and no one care about her scream until . 
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The mixture was then finished,then  the two assistants grab her legs and 
began to shake them with all the force they could have. 
Zahra Jaden founded after touching her in the several places that the 
situation was dangerous after shaking process and the position of the 
child has not changed so much then she ordered the two assistantsnot to 
repeat the shaking, and then went to the outside of the room to pick up 
some cold breath and she ordered Ms Osman, who found her crying to 
prepare again some hot water and told her that her mother would be fine 
and everything will be okay but she knows that was not correct. She 
returned to the room and takes out from hertool bag the last thing that 
wouldn't like to take it out.  
The nearest hospital to Safya  was Alrusirs hospital and it would not take 
more than an hour and half by Haj Sayed car the fastest car in the village, 
but Zahra was not admitting failure and transferd the patient to the 
hospital , and what doctors will do there she thought she knew what is it, 
and inanticipation of emergency situation such as this she brought with 
her from that hospital a long line which was still in the muscle to feed the 
patient with Glucose and brought a largeserrated needle which she could 
find. 
 Zahra Jaden fixed the needle to the top of the needle and her hands were 
shaking and remained standing and she was waiting  for the hot water. 
The two assistants knew that after looking at her face that she decided to 
sacrifice the child to save the life of the mother. 
****  ******   **** 
When he was visited by the decedent Mahasenthis morning she came 
embodied, clear and wears beautiful clothes whichshe saw her wearingin 
the previous day of her death. Her hair was black as she imbued it in that 
day, on her hand was henna formed in the shape of black roses and twigs 
and she lifted her hands to the top as she was screaming with these two 
words. 
“Allah , Allah.” 
Her stomach was flat as if she was not pregnant . 
He remembered the sad day of her death. 
He went out that morning to bring Zahra Jaden when she told him that 
she felt some pain and he did not see her then. 
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That morning he was happy with the arrival of a brother or a sister to his 
only one son Esam. In the same evening her mother, her sister,were 
preparing her funeral .  
He got up terribly and running till the end of the house searching for his 
wife,he found her in the kitchen practicing her normal day work, he 
wanted to ask her if the spirit visited her once again as it did before "Hajj" 
He stopped in front of thekitchen and she gave his bare feet steeped a 
scared, took and then stepped into his eyes, and he found him trying to 
turn his face away from her. She was not in the mood to ask to know what 
happened. She was carrying the same admired by the people of the village 
and for making his fortune in a short time when he was the husband of 
her sister and when she came to the house he found from him a 
bettertreatment then what her heart turned into something like love 
generated by familiarization which all of  the villagers live on it. He had in 
turn liked her and never in the history of the village that a woman was 
patient with a man who did not touch her all this period without exposing 
his secret and announce the news. He knew that the soul who visits her 
does not relieve him of his duty as a husband and the bad thing that was 
not a reason for justification , so her silence even to tell her mother about 
what happing was a matter of admiration to him. He returned from the 
kitchen, looking for his shoes and she returned to her work and her heart 
was filled with deep distress which did not turn into anything.Mahasen 
was her sister and she could not hate her for her harass after the 
marriage, but the emotions that were carried to her sister were no longer 
as it wasbefore, however, she did not change her good treatment to Esam 
the son of her sister, who treat him as if he was totally her son and she 
loved him . 
 feeling sorry itself was the same of Haj Sayed, who could not divorce her 
as he thought more than once, so that she  could marry someone else to 
get happy with him . His son was happy with her and loved her as if she 
was his mother. She was a respectable housewife and her house duty was 
elaborate and her house which Haj Sayed tried to make it furnished with 
all what her need was clean and exemplary in the village in term of 
cleanliness and beauty. The divorce would raise the question,especially he 
was a man with respectable reputation and perhaps reveals what was 
hidden, but the real reason that made him change his idea was honestly 
the unfair rating of the people of the village to the divorced women. 
He sat on his bed trying to enter his foot into his shoes and his mind was 
busy with the two words whichwere said to him and it was the name of 
Allah but the other word was closer to his son's name,Esam.  
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The returned school students dispersed in their returning to Safya across the 
flat plains and they were laughing. There was an excessive feeling of 
happiness and pleasure fills the plain until they dispersed away from each 
other, forgetting the regulate way when they came.  
 
Alkanezer was the oldest and the most joyful one. His nickname came from 
the similarity of his color and  the red incomplete brick and his nick name 
spread all over the village and people forgot his real name. He was walking 
far-right, then back up to far-left and did that again, laughing to the class 
who were encouraging him with laughing. 
 
Kamal Dysentary who gavesdrink to everyone explained what happened with 
Alkanezer saying he drank three times and tried to drink a fourth time, but 
teacher Younis had forbidden him and asked them to leave the cottage. 
 
Moses Wad Mursal expressed his remarkable surprise by the anger of 
teacher Younis and his attempt to leave the cottagewithout reason and 
grabbedAltahirBukhari swearing to him with divorce to drink. The last 
student who leaves the cottage said that AltahirBukharihad no need for 
theswearing and he drank  three times , and wentto follow teacher Younis , 
who seemed to be intension, confusion , and disbelief as he tried to collect 
students who wentin front of him toward Safya.  
 
When AltahirBukhari reached the procession of the students he triedto 
collect the best words of expression to explain to the angry teacher that 
Moses Wad Mursal did to them the same of what Sarha people do for 
hospitality , and he did not think that the local drink is unacceptable 
elsewhere in this world and the subject of illegalitydid not matter to Sarha 
people , but teacher  Younis blamed him because he drank it , then 
AlthairBukhari answered that Moses swore upon divorce and the response of 
the divorce swear was holy to him. Then teacher Younisshouts: 
“ But that local drink was forbidden.” 
 
 while AltahirBukhari was trying to assemble a response, he thought about 
somethingwhich made him laugh and surprised of what teacher Younis 
said.He thought that teacher Younis must be a fan of drinking wine because 
he is       a communist and all communists were non- Muslims, then why he 
was talking about the forbidden drinks, and that it didn’t make people drunk. 
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 AltahirBukharilaughed deeply for this strange paradox while teacher Younis 
was gone away withan upset. 
Students continued in playing and shouting in the plains and some students 
started to sing the visiting song once again, but teacher Younis from behind 
forbade them, but the time of complying to the order for the school student  
was gone before a long time and they increasedsinging their song holding 
each other, going up to the last hill and singing the visiting song in funny 
ways and repeating the syllable more than once until the previous water 
pond before Safyaappeared in front of them , they ran toward it shouting . 
Alkenazer was the more joyful of them, who shouted loudly to the people of 
the village using boldly the old name of Safya, which is forbidden to mention 
in every school and his tongue which did not pronounce the letter (h)  
“Hey folks.. we are…” 
Fourth grade students, we are. We are. 
 We are going we are going .  
Then lay on the ground in a strange way rolled himself with full school 
clothes towards the pond.  
Haj Sayed found the village almost silent as he approached from Sheikh 
Zakaria trees who was not there. Searching forAltahirBukhari who did not 
have a particular place except this place. When he was not with him at home. 
When he did not see him , he continued to march, going to school and the 
suspicion grew in his heart. Allah.. Allah. Mother.. Sam.. 
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The sound became ringing in his head as he approached the school in search 
of his son. He did not leave the house only after turning his suspicion to 
obsession in the name which his wife screamed in the dream . calling in          
a dream as he heard means one thing that she wants to take her son with 
her, the way which pronounced the name was not rough but was more like 
requesting help. Was it alerting him that Esam was in danger… in both cases 
it was necessary to make sure that Esam was in school and it was okay..  
The second grade students who teacher Younis put to them a light duty 
were in the school yard and were playing and on their faces, was the joy and 
happiness of this sudden leave. Teacher Youis did not leave them while he 
was in school without observation, evenhe teaches the other class that he 
put to them an amount of duties till he was back. They saw Haj Sayed 
entering the school, then stopped playing while he continued his way to 
class as if he had not seen them.  
His feet were unable to hold him when he saw the second grade class was 
empty of students, but he controlled himself and turned in the direction of 
the students and two of them answered at one time: 
“ Teacher Younis in Sarha.” 
They went to Sarha. 
That never meant that Esam ( his son) wasokay. The rate of risk increased in 
his head as he tried to control himself while the rest of first grade students 
explained to him why the students went to Sarha.  
He knew Moses Wad Mursal the woodcutter  who lived in Sahra. He had 
quiet features, and no fear of Esam to made this visit,  but he couldn’t return 
without his son. He left the school and was determined to go to Sahra. 
 He deeply loved his son and when the annoying dreams of his previous wife 
started to sour his new marriage life he did not find anything to give his life 
to it and fill him with work desire except the love of his only son Esam. He 
became his fuel in his life which reversed on his business and his extreme 
wishes were that his son to become a great man . Teacher Younis told him 
that his son was the best student in the school. 
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 Anti- small pox program . The writing moved to the car door while opening . 
A tall person got out holding a black stick of mahogany in his left. His skin 
color was not much different from the color of the stick. From the inside of 
the car there was a voice of Osman Hussein coming from the sound of the 
radio. 
 On your way  
I planted love on your way  
beauty, perfect garden, and flowers. 
 peace be upon you. 
his voice was muted  
peace be upon you too,  and God's mercy and blessings be upon you. 
 I answered as I lookedat the top. His length was more than two meters.  
“What is your name?” he asked. 
“Esam Haj Sayed”, I answered.  
“In which class?” He asked. 
“ Fourth grade,” I answered. 
 In which school? He asked. 
“Safya primary school,” I answered. 
He turned behind him inquiring the driver who smiled and then extend his 
body trying to whisper to the driver the old name of Safya, but his voice was 
clear, he did not smile to the driver, but gave him a strong look, trying to 
make sure if the driver was joking or not. 
Beside the driver there were another three persons in the car.One of them 
looked as like the villager’s description of Englishmen. He was white skinned, 
the other person color was not dark but it was yellowish , but both were 
Sudanese undoubtedly. 
“Give me your hand,” He asked. 
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“What?” I asked. 
“Your hand , show me your hand”, He asked. 
He examines my right hand, till my elbow firstly, then he lifted my shirt 
sleeves to the top and  looked underneaththem and then he did that 
again with my left hand and turnedinto the car saying: 
“Negative” 
“What is the meaning of negative?” I asked. 
That means you are not taking a vaccination against smallpox. He said. 
The driver volunteered when he saw the signs of a lack of understanding 
on my face to lift his shirt sleeve to the top and started to knock on his 
muscles by his finger saying: 
“ Ulcer, ulcer, did the people of ulcer come to you?” 
“No , they did not come,” I answered. 
What I understood that day was there were people who vaccinate people 
from smallpox and that was a popular disease and those people called 
them the ulcer people and the vaccination was done  with the injection on 
the muscles, thanks God, I did not meet them. 
The tall person moved around the car and opened the back door of the 
Land Rover and leaned on the container of snow , while the Englishman  
took a circular shaped candy box and gave it to me in standard Arabic: 
“Take it, please.” 
I took one piece, thanking him for his kindness. From the back seat a voice  
of someone inquiring asked: 
“How old are you , Esam?” 
No one knows my birthday precisely and when I asked my aunt about it, 
she said that it was after seven days of Eid , but she cannot remember if  
that was Ramadan or Aladha Aid, and my father said to teacher Younis on 
the first day that I went to school , I completed six years. 
“Ten years,”He said. 
The Englishman shook his head and gave me another piece of candy 
which, I accepted, thanking him, while the tall man returned carrying a 
huge white pistol and before I knew what he intended  to do he pasted 
the shining pistol on my upper left hand holding my hand with all his 
strength and then pressed the trigger. 
By pressing the trigger there was a bright light shining inside the car.  
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I turned toward the light , the Englishman was taking photographs of the 
scene while the man who was carrying the pistol left my hand and 
returned back  with a smile and I did not know what was done. All I felt 
was a prick or just like an ant sting but not painful. All the passengers of 
the car smiled to me encouraging me except the Englishman, who moved 
a small ring next to the camera.  
“If the vaccination came to your village, tell them I got vaccination from 
DrJaber.” 
“Who is Dr. Jaber?” I asked. 
He did not respond , but was smiling, leaving the answer of this hasty 
question for me. 
So, he was doctor Jaber. If he was doctor Jaber so , the paste of the pistol 
in my hand is the vaccination.  
He returned the white pistol to the car  and closed the back door quickly., 
then he turned to me smiling before he got into the car and then wavedas 
he saidgoodbye after the moving of the car and till he disappeared from 
sight. 
 I stood on my feet seeking about my hand in the position of the sting 
which grew up and became  in size just as a bee sting. I was trying to 
understand why this person who was called Jaber was doing that 
vaccination . why vaccinate a person who did not know him, but we did 
not have till that day what was known as a free will to discuss the action 
of old people , and we had to accept that without discussion , even if the 
person is a stranger.  
******            ******          ****** 
While I was thinking aboutthat matter, which let me forget the trouble of 
delay and uncover of my escape, the Land Rover returned back and 
stopped in front of me directly. 
“Get in the car,”DrJaber said  that aftercomingin the opposite side  
I shook my head firmly,” No ,No , I'm going to Safya.” 
“We are going to Safya also,”DrJaberanswered. 
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Then I did not hesitate for a moment . I stepped to the back seat while the 
car turned to the opposite side to the direction of Safya. The driver of the 
car smiled when the car took the path, then he was busy with a deep 
laugh and DrJaber laughed with him, then the laugh of the driver 
increased and DrJaber shared  him for a long time till the laugh faded then 
both of them burst into another laugh, then after it the driver repeated 
with ironic voice : 
“The timetable of the bus.” 
He burst into a laugh again , while the confusion was clear on the face of 
the Englishman who seemed to be asking about the time of the bus of 
Safya. 
DrJaber turned to him and then they were busy in English conversation 
and after that the Englishman smiled a slight smile while the smile of the 
driver became widened. It's clear, later, the driver’s attention to the 
paradox in the Englishman question saved me from the problem which I 
was in. The driver respondedto the question of Englishman after 
completing his laugh that the first bus is on the next Monday and then 
engaged in his laugh which could not stop despite of his desperate trying, 
when the Englishman asked DrJaber  what the child would do if the child 
did not find a care returning him to his village, then DrJaber changed the 
path of the car and ordered the driver to return to take me. 
“What would you do if no car came?” 
The question of DrJaber was like a thunder , I did not expect that no car 
would come, but that was not far to happen, and the more distance of 
night passed, the more hope would pass. I wondered what would I do if 
there was no car until the night? Where was I going to spend the night? I 
did not ask these questions to myself, but the reality of what had 
happened  to my life after that. The question remained always with me 
that I kept asking it to myself till now. What would happen if another car 
came before I met with DrJaber. 
The temperature of the car was too low and the atmosphere inside was 
very pleasant and Osman Hussein still sangon the radio of the care non 
stopping and it was so strange. The radiobroadcast was not in the habit of 
broadcasting more than one song for any singer. I did not  think about 
that for a long time. It was clear that the smiling driver knew the direction 
very well, while DrJabertook out a map and started to put on it some 
marks and turned to me asking. 
“IsSarhanear to your village?” 
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I laughed and corrected the name  which was pronounced in another way. 
We studied that in Omdurman  and it was not possible to know the 
correct pronunciation of the name .  
The Dr. said that inan apologetic way and he did not know that 
Omdurman broadcast itself was unable to say the correct pronunciation 
till now, but I asked with an astonishment: 
“Do you study Sarha in Omdurman?” 
The driver laughed again while the Dr. said  
“We have our friend Moses Wad Mursal in Sarha in the previous old 
Geography curriculum.” 
“There is no power nor strength except by Allah, Almighty, the Immense.” 
I said.  
“What?” He asked. 
“The student of our school went on a trip to visit him today, so that's why 
I came to Alrusirs,” I said. 
“It seems that you do not like the school,” He said. 
He did not know that the school is the most thing I loved in the existence.  
The car was so fast compared to the old car of our area which 
frequentlybroke  and it seemed that we would arrive soon.  
Dr.Jaber started to mention the friends' name in the curriculum of 
Geography and the driver sharing in the conversation and said that he had 
not learnt in any school and mentioned a large number of them ,while the 
Englishman was busy polishing the camera lens till the three hills of the 
village appeared from far. When he saw the beautiful sight he made a 
sound of admiration and took a photo of the natural sight around the 
village. 
When the car went up to the west hill and was near to the village, he once 
again took a photo , while DrJaber showed his  sincereadmiration of the 
village sight. There was nothing new to me in these familiar sights , but 
what was unfamiliar was thegathering of the large number of men and 
women beside the seasonal pond.  
When the car neared the pond I saw all the people of the village beside 
the pond, long queue of men and inside it and on the other side of the 
pond  I saw a group of women who were crying and putting their hands on 
their faces. My aunt was with them. 
AltahirBukhari was partly naked  inside the pond and beside him a group 
of people of the village youth, they were diving in the pond and got out to 
catch their breath. 
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I did not understand what was happening and the Englishman asked Dr. 
Jaber about it. DrJaber turned to me inquiring, but I did not know anything 
too. The driver tried to explain it: 
“There isa drown person  in the pond.” 
 
I felt a tremor in my body and I remembered  the strict warning of Haj 
Sayed and the saddest story of my aunt about the young drowned child.  
“Who is to be drowned? Is it a young child? Is it one of my friends?” 
 
The Englishman got out of the car which he stopped far away from the 
pond, holding his camera and then DrJaber followed him. When the driver 
opened his door, I got out of the car and followed him to the gathering 
people and my feet did not bear my body. 
 
No one caresabout the passing of the car , but a small number of children 
turnedto us as we were going to them.  My father was standing beside Haj 
Osman far away  from the pond and someone beside them and I did not 
know him, because of the distance, and for seeing him, I had to pass the 
driver of the car who was hiding me from watching. 
 
 One of the children,who was sitting beside the pond cried when he saw 
me, then everyone in the pond cried and all the village was looking at us 
and the women of the village launched a joyous voice  expressing their 
joyfulness and all of the people ran towards us. 
 
All people got close to us and they were full of joy , but the Englishman 
seemed afraid and  was hidden behind Dr. Jaber. Also, Dr. Jaber was full of 
astonishment and in a few  minutesall the people of the village left the 
pond and gathered round us. 
 
I can say that, all the people of the village over five hundred people were 
there. And everyone above thirty years, except Haj Sayed slapped me one 
or two times. 
 
Even the women behind my aunt caught my checks one or two times, 
while my aunt crying and the women hug her and were full of joy. 
I took the first slap with astonishment, if the reason is my going to Rusirs, 
only Haj Sayedhad the right to slap me, but he never slapped me, and one 
day gave Teacher Younis a strict warning that not to slap me for whatever 
I do. 
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Most of the slapswere friendly and slight. After awhile I knew that the 
people of the village saw some students swimming in the pond and they 
think I was drowning in the pond. Most of the students and teacher 
Younis that I did not come to school this morning and there was no place 
to hide in, and for many varied stories they did not stop searching about 
me with the hope not to find me inside the pond.  
 
My father came close to me followed by congratulators and the joyful 
voices of the women and on his face the marks of joy, and the trying of 
preserving his wise character among the villagers, while I was in the 
middle of the circle of the villagers trying to endure all the slaps and the 
tears started to be out from my eyes without any attempt of crying by me.  
 
**** ***** ****   **** 
 
 
Zahra Jaden felt the needle from her shaking hand on the floor. The floor 
of the room was white and tough, so she did not find a difficulty to find 
the needle once again, she tried seriously to fix it on the tube, but the 
shaking of her hand increased, then sat on the close taking her breath. 
 
Miriam Hamza did not help her to control herself, but looking at the other 
assistant Madina Jar Alnabi who was lifting her left lash and shook her 
head and mixed her astonishment with refusal, then she continuedher 
duty to moisturize  the air. 
 
The needle, which always did that, refused to place on the head of the 
tube, and that made Zahra Jadenconfused. She did not know if the tube 
became narrow or the needle became wide, or both of them.Zahra Jaden 
kept her despaired attempts to fix that and she asked the help of God by 
the choosing the right Surah from Quran to defeat the devil. 
 
The last time that Zahra sought help from God to defeat the devil was at 
the Haj Sayed housebefore eight years and actually the matter was 
worsethan this in front of her.  
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At that day, the tube remained strong while Zahra cut the part of the body 
of the baby and drilling the womb  with indifference toward the pain of 
the patient who continued screaming without stopping. The mother 
stopped screaming completely, but that's her last day of her life. 
Mahasen was dying while Zahra was trying to hide most of her part of her 
body that was taken out from the womb. 
 
Madena Jar Alnabi who saw what happened to Mahasen knew the fate 
that would face the women who were lying in front of her. She wished 
that if Zahra could not fix the tube and let the woman to her coming fate 
and probably that will save her life. she started to recite one of 
Quranicsurahs. When she finished the surah she watched her teacher 
Zahra starting shaking  and the fear filled her eyes. 
 
It's strange shaking. The assistants left the pregnant woman and went to 
Zahra’s place and holding her trying to stop the shaking of Zahra which 
increased and became loudly more than the pregnant woman. 
Ms. Osman was sitting outside the room, reciting part of the Quran, while 
her two sisters who were younger than her were crying and trying to 
recite part of Quran. Ms. Osman was shocked when she heard the 
screaming and when she distinguished that scream was Zahra scream , 
she hurried up to the inside room. 
 
Zahra was saying unknown words : 
Mahasen, Mahas…. No, No 
 Then she returned to scream. She continued screaming and turned her 
cheeks one time to the right and another time to the left, there was a 
strange power which slapped her. 
The Ms. Asked with dread: 
“My mother, My mother?” 
Her sound turned to a high scream. 
My mother, My mother, ohhh 
Her sister outside the room caught the two words , then they stood up 
and cried.  
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